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'Less productive programs to be eliminated
By CINDY ELMORE
This is the second of a three
part
series
examining
academic expansion at JMU.
Freshmen entering James
Madison University often are
overwhelmed by the large
number of majors available to
them.
But last month Or. Thomas
Stanton, vice president for
academic affairs, told the
faculty senate that programs
must be reduced, "especially
the less productive ones." As
always, it seems, money is a
consideration.
After six years of hiring
more than 40 new faculty

members per year, JMU will
hire no more than 12 in 1981-82.
The decrease would appear to
impede the university from
offering new programs, but
JMU may circumvent the
situation by reducing its
current number of majors and
by transferring resources to
offer new ones.
LAST
YEAR,
JMU
requested SCHEV approval of
20 additioital majors, even
though it does not foresee a
corresponding increase in
funds, facilities or faculty to
carry out those programs.
Consequently, "it is likely that
some of these, maybe most of
them, will have to be

deferred," Stanton said. A
final SCHEV decision on the
programs is due Nov. 19.
The underlying result may
be that JMU may initiate new
programs only upon the
elimination of a corresponding number of old ones.
Certainly, this policy will
not save the university
money, but it probably will not
cost additional funds to offer
new programs, and JMU
apparently has the blessing of
the State Council to operate its
curriculum in this manner.
For instance, in August
1979, SCHEV heard an appeal
from University President
Ronald Carrier about its
decision denying JMU apii

i

i

i

proval to offer a Master of
Fine Arts in Art and a Master
of Music degree.
THE COUNCIL agreed to
grant the request with the
stipulation that JMU phase
out its M.A. in Art degree and
M.M.Ed, in Music Education.

According to Stanton, any
major that produces less than
an average of five graduates a
year for the preceding five
years is subject to administrative scrutiny. Last
year
the
Anthropology,
German, Russian, Spanish,
(Continued on Page 15)
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Three student groups barred
from use of University Farm
By BRUCE POTTS
Three student groups have been
barred from the University Farm for
the rest of the school year because
they violated the noise stipulation in
the farm request form.
Mike Way, associate director of the
Warren University Union, and Dr.
Harold McGee, acting vice president
for student affairs, refused to identify
the groups.
The policy of the student affairs
office is not to release the names of
groups involved in judicial actions
unless the groups wish to identify
themselves, McGee said.
However, The Breeze has learned
that Gifford Hall and Food Services
are two of the groups.
One source involved would not

elaborate on incidents at the farm
because, he said, he had been instructed to keep quiet by university
admins tra tors.
Recent
violations
of
noise
restrictions at the farm have forced
James
Madison
University
authorities to establish stricter
penalties for non-compliance, according to Way.
"WE'D LIKE to generally improve
the behavior in alcohol events,"
McGee said. "We'd like to improve
relations out there. In general, the
student behavior is excellent; all our
behavior problems are alcoholrelated."
The request form stipulates that
amplified music not be played out-

•In general, the student behavior is excellent' at the
University Farm according to Harold McGee.
doors and that indoor stereo music be
turned off by midnight All three
student
groups
violated
the
stipulation by using amplified sound
equipment in the farm's outdoor
pavilion, Way said.
Complaints were registered to
campus police by residents in the
surrounding area. The student affairs
office received a copy of the police
security report and proceeded to take
disciplinary measures against the
three groups, Way said.
One of the three violations took
place the first weekend of the month,
another took place Oct. 9 and the third
was Oct. 10, according to Way.

HE

that the seclusion of the
(Continued on Page 17)
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Inside .. .
—The Slickee Boys return to JMU
Saturday night in a show to be
opened by Debris. See Folio
preview, page 13.
—See Sports page 18 as the undefeated and nationally-ranked
Wofford Terriers Invade Madison
Stadium Saturday for a contest
against JMU.

NAACP chapter may be
■B.
formed by Black group
By M Alt GO COBLE

A campus chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) could be formed at
James Madison University.
Although plans are indefinite, the Black Student Alliance plans
to work on the issue with national representatives, according to
Kelvin Harris, BSA president.
A speaker from the NAACP spoke to the BSA in early October
about starting a chapter here to "help out the blacks on campus,"
Harris said.
The BSA and NAACP will have no formal relationship although
both groups probably will share a similar membership, he said.

-*!!!*> »y Mint HlriUn

AFTER A long-awaited eight weeks and just In
time for Parent's Day. temporary freshmen

residents of the Belle Meade Red Carpet Inn
moved this week into their mobile unit homes.

IF FORMED, the chapter will be a service-oriented
organization, similar to Circle-K, he explained, adding that the
BSA also is listed as a service organization but it sponsors social,
cultural, fundraising, and academic activities as well.
"Our main purpose is to broaden the views of blacks on campus," Harris said.
This year, the BSA plans to better relations with the Student
Government Association anbd University Program Board in
providing more cultural events for minorities, he added.
The BSA was founded on this campus about eight years ago,
and has no national structure, but similar organizations exist on
other predominately-white campuses. The 80-member BSA
occasionally plans social events with other minority oriented
clubs, he explained.

^.*'r;
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SGA considers cutting
president's salary;
senators table issue
By CHRIS WARD
The Student Government
Association
went
into
executive session Tuesday to
discuss a proposal to lower the
SGA president's salary from
$1600 to $1200, effective Jan. 1.
The
proposal,
first
presented by SGA President
Chuck Cunningham, was
tabled by the senate pending
further study. It will probably
be proposed again next week
according to Mark Kline,
chairman of the Constitutional
Revisions Committee that
would review the proposal

welfare" of individuals in the
SGA."
"If it'* not in the personal
welfare of the senate or the
student body, then it's not
personal," Kline said. "But if
it is, then it's cause to go into
executive session."
But
Legislative
Vice
President Mark Davison had a
stronger opinion.
"We were afraid someone
might get up and accuse
Chuck of a bunch of things,"
Davison said. "The executive
session was to protect
someone who might be in-

7don't think highe$t paid SGA
officer U a popular title.'
ApCbalrman Pro^tempore /•'
Wilner, who pushed to exclude
The Breeze and others present
who were not senators, was
unavailable for comment.
However, Kline noted that
Wilner probably pushed to
close the meeting because the
proposal "involved personal
matters."
KLINE REASONED that
the salary cut represented a
personal matter, since it
would take effect during this
school year. He also said it
was the proposal was personal, since it "involved the

According to Cunnwgnanr,
none of the reasons behind his
proposal were personal.
"I WANT TO lower the
salary for the office of the
president, not for me."
Cunningham said. "It wasn't
a political move. I'm not
running for re-election." •
He noted that he is currently
the highest paid SGA officer in
the state and that, in addition,
he receives other benefits
from his office such as a
private apartment in Chandler Hall.

Check Out New IP's by

"I don't think 'highest paid
SGA officer' is a very popular
title," he said.
The salary the SGA
president
receives
is
disproportionate with that of
the other members of the
Executive Council, according
to Cunningham.
"I'm certainly not overespecially not $400 worth" he
said.
THE PROPOSAL now rests
with the senate. Kline said he
will either re-propose it or call

for a vote on it next week.
appointed by the Executive
Other Senate business in- Council on the approval of the
cluded:
senate, and that the coma report by Cunningham mittee be abolished after the
that the Executive Council ring selection process is
voted to give the Student made;
Alumnae Association the $800
a proposal to study the
it requested last week for possibility of opening Salads
homecoming;
Plus for dinner;
approval of $225 for exa proposal, to have, the
penses. Logan's Bun incurred
(his -year" ancP^a second ^afroGs academic departproposal that Logan's Run not ments notify students of
be eligible for SGA funding in cancelled classes as soon as
possible;
1961-82;
and a proposal to have the
a proposal to limit ring
committees to the sophomore sidewalks near J lot and its
class, with nine members tennis courts completed.

super price!r

$

THE 199
TISHANDCHICKEN
DINNER
Including cok-slaw ^

QfisCostelo

Pfcrt* ky Y« H—f

SENATORS DISCUSS salary matters at Tuesday nights meeting.

^

You can't cook this meal the way that -^
Arthur I readier s can.

Springsteen

CheapMelt
Police
Doobie Brothers
OtJcrgood
while supplies last.

N-W 10 6

Sat

Available JI pjilKifMlini.- ti'Mju(«il\ I'm.. nu> ..*. In
HI* |ti»Hl«rth.in\ <Hht'i"tl.'i

Atthurtteachere
SEAFOOIT

10-0

88 CARLTON ST., HARRISONBURG
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 AM-9 PM, Frl. & Sat. 11 AM-10 PM

Vt.r « r* « ♦:««>v*y•■* *»»•*"* t+i-

I.K JOHI
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Prompted by increased religious interest

Religious center completed in Converse
By CHRIS WARD
President of Business Affairs
A student religious center William Merck met last
has been completed in the semester with the presidents
basement of Converse Hall. and advisors of each of the IS
Recent growth in student recognized student religious
interest and involvement in organizations.
religious activities prompted
AS A RESULT, a committee
the university to conceive and
build the center, according to was formed to supervise the
and
establish
Dr. Al Menard, associate center
guidelines for its use.
director of students

religious markings on the
walls.
"The center is for religious
events but it will never support one religion in particular," he said.
But Menard admits there
have been some problems
with the center, particularly
with scheduling.

'The center it for religious events but it will never
support one religion in particular.'
Plans initially were for ameditation room in the
Warren University Union, but
because of its widespread use,
the WUU had limited space
available, Menard explained.
"To put it (the meditation
room) in the Union would
have required removing
someone else," he said, adtfng, "Thpre was a need for
something in addition to the
the union and a meditation
room."
To find out what students
wanted, Menard and Vice

"Direct
from
student
recommendations came what
exists today," Menard added.
What exists today is a
meditation room, an office
where advisors can meet with
students, and a meeting room
designed
to accomodate
between 55 and 60 persons.. .

"The original idea was for
the center to be available for
students during certain hours
all day," Menard said. But
student groups later agreed
the center should have more
restricted hours to discourage
possible vandalism.
"We're still in the process of
working out who will staff the
■>%.

The only real guideline,
according to Menard, is that
the center remain nondenominational
with
no

Student religioTTs groups can
schedule religious activities
either on a block basis or
through the scheduling office
in the union

Mete feel

The long awaited religious center
student use.

finally ready

FOR ALL YOU DO AT JMU

THIS BUD'S
FOR YOU!
GS-250T
• Powerful 2-cylinder 4•troke DOHC engine
• TSCC" Twin Swiil Combustioo Chamber with 4
valves per cylinder
• 6-ipeed transmission
• Electric starter.
• Transistorized ignition.
• Constant velocity
carburetor*.
• Front disc brake.
• Custom stepped saddle.
• Full instrumentation.
• 1981"GS" model 12month unlimited mileage
warranty. *
'Sa* "Limited Warranty" brochure
lor data*

I fc&

Suzuldl98lS.
TheRdbrmej.
Jeff's Cycles

JOHND. ElLANoCo., INCUT 11 NORTH. P. 0. BOX880 • VtRONA, VIRGINIA 24482
PHONIS (70S) 885-8131. 885-8132. 8888133 .

Sales &
Services
N. Main&
Charles
433-8957
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83 percent wil vote

Students elect Reagan by two percent
By KELLY BOWERS
Despite
a
nationwide
decrease in voter participation, 83 percent of James
Madison University students
surveyed intend to vote in the
November election.
The results of a recent
survey of 105 students by The
Breeze also indicate that
Ronald
Reagan
would
probably win with 37 percent
of the vote, closely followed by
Jimmy Carter with 35 percent However, almost eight
percent of those polled said
they still have not decided who
to vote for and if this trend is
indicative of nationwideopinions,
the
outcome

L
:'.;>>■ ;■-■:.'+

Ed Clarke, and Michael
Herrington of the Socialist
party.
Less than half of those
polled cited a political party
preference but of those who
did, 54 percent
listed
Republican
as
their
preference and 43 percent
preferred Democrat.
Students
were
almost
evenly split over whether
Reagan's age, one of the early
campaign issues, is indeed a
significant issue. Fifty-two
percent believed it was and 48
percent thought it was not
Although Carter has emphasized his accomplishments
for the past four years, more

Lea than half of those polled cited
a political party preference.
remains with the undecided
voters.
John Anderson was selected
by 22 percent of students and
more than 50 percent consider
Anderson a serious contender
for
the
presidency.

than half of..**«u «««A»nt8
polled consider nis record a'
negative influence on his
campaign. Only one-fourth
believe it is a positive factor.

ONLY TWO other candidates were mentioned—
Libertarian party candidate.

THE ANDERSON- REAGAN debate was largely
ignored by students. Only 17

The Bodg Sltob
IW Purala MMtag On The Court Sauora
2 North Main Si.. Horritonburi
Opaa THvrsoay and Fridoy Night* 'HI * a.m.

Opan Dally 10 A.M. (o 5:31 P.M.
Ma.tat Charaa and Vl.a

Lee

^v«'->

percent polled watched it, but
most of them noted that the
debate either reinforced an

earlier decision or helped
them to decide who to vote for.
A few remarked that Carter's

absence from the debate hurt
his
campaign.
Neither
Reagan nor Anderson came
away with any significant new
amount of supporters because
of the debate, however.
In ranking campaign issues,
the economy received nearly
60 percent of the votes. The
Middle East, general foreign
policy and the military were
listed second, third and fourth
respectively. The hostage
crisis was written in by many
students, giving it fifth
priority, followed in order by
the Equal Rights Amendment,
abortion, energy and domestic
policy.

MIDWAY
MARKET
Warsaw Ave 434-7948 (from stoplight
at JMU's South Main St. entrance
down Warsaw Ave, One Block on right)
-* _^., :> ^THURSDAYSUNDAY

BUDWEISER
6pk
LITE
IXpk
OLD MILL
12 oz cans
6 pk
MILLER
STROH'S
12 os cans (Reg & Light)
MOLSON
6pk
PEARL
(Reg&Light)

Levi Wranglers
CORDUROYS
•11.97

20-50% off
including
GUNNE SAX

WotUd like to invite y.u to tome in
xnd ttX R0ZANE KRAM take cate otf yo
She »<u educated in Eunoptan Beauty
Schoot* and ha* had Advanced Redfcen
Training.

-

FREE SPIRIT HAIR CARE CO., IS A NEW
I EXCLUSIVE REPKEN SALON AND U0ULV
LIKE TO OFFER THESE SPECIALIZES
TREATMENTS FOR VOUs

MANICURES (MEN * WOMEN)
PEDICURES
ACRYLIC NAILS
FACIALS (MEN t WOMEN)
W/MAKE-UP (WOMEN)
WAXING

(MEN

t WOMEN)

5.00-UP

OCTOBER 24-NOVEMBER 1, 1980. HON., WED., FRI., SAT.

sizes 3-13

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT WITH "R0ZANE" TODAY!!!!!!!!

lOHHtin

LOOK GOOD FOR
PARENTS DAY

$2.19

* KEGS

Wrangler Flannel
Button Shirts

SELECT GROUP
OF DRESSES

$2.19
$4.19
$1.99
$2.19
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Various activities planned

Area hotels booked for parents weekend
■ •

By DEBBIE NORMAN
According to many hotel
managers and employees, it
will be nearly impossible to
get rooms for parents and
other
family
members
without reservations tonight
and tomorrow night.

The Sheraton Inn, however,
has not only been completely
booked for Parents Day but
for the May Graduation
weekend as well. The
Sheraton
began
taking
reservations for both dates as
early as January.

For
James
Madison
University's Parents Day,
hotels from as far away as
Elkton are booked for October
25.

Howard Johnson's Motor
Inn also anticipates a full
house this weekend. With one
of the lowest price ranges in
town for a double room
($33.92,
including
tax),
reservations were closed
several months ago.

■

"We have booked rooms a
year in advance. Possibly 99
percent of our patrons who
have reservations for the
weekend are parents," said a
Holiday Inn employee.
THE BELLE MEADE Red
Carpet Inn has estimated that
nearly 100 percent of its
visitors will be parents of
JMU students., I«ocat*"CfouB
miles '..um ' vampus'.'^rhfr
hotel's "books for reservations were closed over sue
weeks ago," according to one
employee.

. B

The 54-room Coachman Inn
has booked 42 rooms exclusively for parents. Their
reservations also began in
January, with one of the
lowest double room rates at
$28 a night.
fS^SM+M .Hotels In the Harriaonburg
already have made reservations for the weekend,
several events are planned. A

general assembly^* of all
parents will be held in the
Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 10

are>

are

ftooked ■/'*W fnnriVt «*eu&.

a.m. Saturday, and following
the afternoon football game,
several sororities, fraternities

,"3*.;

and hall councils will hold
parties for their vistiing
parents.

PABST EXTRA LIGHT
'only half the calories
Whatever the excuse,
littering is inexcusable.

• Note change*
On-campui
Recruiting
Schedule
This Is tha on-camput recruiting
schedule lor nil remainder of the fall
semester. The chart lists the name ot the
organisation Ttw first data I* whan
racuitars will ba on campus for in
ter views j the saeond data Is whan ttw
sign-up schedule will be posted in the
Career Planning and Placemen! Office
'And floor Alumnae Hall). All dates are
subject to change, so one should monitor
the Interview Board In Ida CP: P Office
for updates

so you can go around twice in life. 99
Sold in Milwaukee, Harrison burg, and other great beer dries,
Gamby'$ ML Crawford, Va.

Matthews,
Carter ! Beyca Tuaa., Nov. 11 Tuas.,
Oct. 11
National Cash Register Tuas, Nov. II
Tuas., Oct. 11
BlueBall. inc. Tuas., Nov. II Tuas.,
Oct. II
First Jersey Securities Wad.. Nov. II
Wad.. Oct. a
FBI Wad,Nov. 11 Wad.Oct. 11
Foxmoor's Wad.. Nov. 11 Wad.. Oct. II
Peebles : Co.. Inc.
Wad., Nov. II
Wad.. Oct. 1!
House Info. Systems Thurs., Nov. 13
Thurs.i Oct. n
VADapt. of Corrections Thurs, Nov. U
Thurs.. Oct. 13
Peoples Lite Ins. Co. Frl. Nov. 14 Frl..
Oct. 14
Southern States Frl.. Nov. 14 Frl., Oct.
14
Connecticut Mutual Life Ins.
Tuas.,
Nov. It
Tuas., Oct. U
vount, Hyde. : Co.
Tuas.. Dae. 1
Tuas.. Nov. 11
Smith Transfer Mon . Doc. ■
Mon.,
Nov. 1?
Augusta County Schs.
Tuas.. Dae. *
Tuas.. Nov. II

»»a)ieWa»lee^P^e^eee»g>s»s»T»-iBr. •

\r*
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At Home Sale.
SAVE $2 to $9 OFF SMALL APPLIANCES

Sale 32.99

•4' %* '■4fc»y

r

. v

Sale 9.99

Reg. 11.99. 4-qt. selfbuttering corn popper with
non-stick surface.

Sale 25.99
Reg. 29.99. 12" highdome frypan with DuPont
SilverStone* surface.

Sale 32.99

S9!^4,?9

Reg. 41.99. Toaster oven/
broiler goes from keepwarm to 450°, and broils.

popper uses no oil, pops
in less than 5 minutes

Reg. 39.99. Griddle
server with DuPont §llverStone# surface. Automatic thermostat with
signal light.
Sale prices effective
through Saturday.

—

SAVE 15% OFF
RICE STRAW RUGS
Sale 5.94

36" butterfly design
Reg. 6.99. Imported rice
straw mats are a natural
touch for floors, for walls.
Reg. Sale

24x36"
2.99 2.54
14x24"
honeycomb ..2.99 2.54
36" round ....5.99 5.09
36"x60"
7.99 6.79

S

SAVE
20%
OFF
TEA KETTLE
SALE $7.19
to $13.59
Reg. 8.99 to 16.99.
Our entire line of
tea kettles. Colorful
porcelain-on-steel
or aluminum. Whistling \

SAVE 25% OFF ALL
H00KI LATCH HOOK KITS*
w^wiLARGlSTITCHERY Km**Z*Z
SALE $7.88
to $14.63
Reg. 110 to 19.50. The
selection of art needlecraft kits provide year
'round pleasure. It's
easy to create with easyto follow instructions.
Many patterns and designs
to choose from. Great for
gift giving.

SAVE $ 1 OFF PILLOWS

Sale 3.99

Reg. 4.99. Pleasingly plump pillow has Astrofill*
DOlyester fiberflll, cotton ticking with corded edge.

Dial 434-1701 for the
J C Penney Catalog Center
Of course you can charge it
WS4*

JCPenney

Shop J C Penney 10 am
to 9 pm Monday thru Sat.
VALLEY MALL
Rt. 33 East Harrisonburg

SW Toltc»-
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A look at what's happening around die nation, around the world
Changing attitudes

Speech protest

Vasectomies

American women have changed their attitudes about outside employment, childbearing and family roles, and are less bound to
tradition than they once were.
A study, conducted over the past 18 years at
the University of Michigan, found that women
surveyed in 1962 underwent such dramatic
changes as combining the roles of mother and
wife with jobs outside the home, says
researcher Dr. Arland Thornton.
Women in the 1980 survey were found to be
"less traditional these days than men," and on
the whole, "not that different in their thinking
from their 18-year-old daughters," who were
included in the 1980 survey.
In surveys taken over the past 18 years,
women were asked whether they agreed or
disagreed with the statement, "Most of the
important decisions in the life of the family
should be made by the man of the house." In
1962, 66 percent of the women agreed, compared to 33 percent in 1977, and only 28 percent
in
1980.

The Colorado chapter of the National
Organization for Women is protesting a speech
by a federal judge in Denver who said he enjoys presiding over rape cases.
U.S. District Judge John Kane stated during
an address that he would like to try a "garden
variety rape case" because -in the judge's
words -"It keeps you awake in the afternoon
and provides a little vicarious pleasure."
Judge Kane later said he was "joking" when
he made the remarks, but the leaders of
N.O.W. are not laughing. According to the
leader of N.O.W.'s Colorado chapter, Heather
Thomas: "Describing rape in those terms
shows extreme insensitivity to the victims of
sexual assault. Judge Kane," she says, "shows
poor judgement and a lack of awareness of his
own sexism. He gives no credit to the U.S.
District Court in Colorado in this instance."
Members of H Q w... sav thaw, are writing
letters to Juage* iuuie u> ytvuAx. .tufteuumU.-

Many men who underwent vasectomies in
the 70's are apparently returning to their
doctors to have the procedure reversed.
Dr. Sherman Silber, a St. Louis surgeon who
has done more than 1200 sterilization reversal
operations, reports that men who once thought
they would aid in population control by having
vasectomies now are regretting their decision
and want to have children.
Silber estimates that 5000 to 10,000 of the
500,000 men who each year become sterilized
have inquired about reversal operations.
Another 20,000 also regret having been
vasectomized but do nothing about it, mainly
because they don't know the procedure can be
reversed.
Silber says that of 200 men he followed af4pr
•- if

■

■ -*r oumpc«CiomNo

Mon-W»H

Thurs & Fri
Sat 10-5

Mao i

SEE US FOR... Ski rentals-Gross ,
X-Country Downhill
Backpacking Equipment & Rentals
Climbing Equipment Boast Shirts
Outdoor Clothing.
Nike Running Equipment
• SPECIAL SALE •
10% sale on all Black Ice & North
face Jackets & Vests
Near Harvey's Warehouse
One Week Only

THettmg
Special
with purchase ot
24k gold-plated
surgical steel studs
We make it easy for
you to enjoy the fashion
look you've always wanted . . . painlessly and
inexpensively. Our totally new method is quick,
completely safe and sterile, without discomfort.
Our trained technician available at all times.
No appointment necessary. And one low price
pays for everything.
// under 18. bring
written parental consent.

< iMO Jo.

ICIMI

*M| Co-n-ny

Valley Mall

.• ,-
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J.M.U.
jAntiqwc Jfiarlb

STOP-IN
FOOD STORES OF VIRGINIA

FURNITURE AND GLASSWARE

1050 South Main St.
Harrisonburg. Virginia
FEATURING
Beer
Wine
Groceries
Snackf
Kegs
Ice
Submarines
Eggs
Popcorn

Soft Drinks
Health and Beauty Aids
Sunglasses
Hats
„
Ice Cream
Cigarettes
Film and Developing
Keys Made
Gas and Oil
Pizza

Candy & Gum
Socks
Panty Hose
Magazines & 3ooks
Newspapers
Pmball

Colfee
Hot Chocolate
Cocktail Mix

Announces the opening of a
used furniture dept...
This is an excellent oppurtunity to
buy furniture for your apartment or
dorm!
We also feature antiques, glassware,
hand and tank stripping, refinishing
and consignment auctions.
OFFICE 434-0024
HOME (703)888-2789
CALL ANYTIME

128 W. BRUCE ST EET
HARRISONBURO. V
22BOI

•Frpsh DnnntS-

Weekend Special
SCHLITZ lZoi cans |2.3>
8CHUTZ 12 pack $4-59
"12 M cam $1.99

m iv-V-

■V#l«feli

•••"-■^•"•■* y,;

.*"*

A&P
Pepsi or Diet Pepsi
8 / 12 OK.

Dear JMU Students
J/our parents ana you deserve the test in
foodand a quiet clean atmosphere. We have
me finest in fresh seafood, sieah,andGoniinen
/a/ cuisine this Valley can offer. OS ring them
to Christopher 9nn this weehend to show
them you care.We are featuringthis Saturday
sPrime SRiS au jus fS.JO

<?iffei of Stfouncfer Gspaynofe J7.J0
Veaf Gor Jon OS feu JJ^JO
Sincerely
See you soon

HOW TO CHOOSE A MAJOR
The Counseling and Student Development Center will
be offering a group which will help you select a major

$1.29
plus deposit

Schmidt's Beer 6 / 12 oz.
Bteyir's Ice Gwm

I

$1.39

1/2 gal. $1.99

Kraft Singles Cheese 16 OK. $1.99
Minute Maid Orange Juice
Gloz.

.99

A & P16 oz. Canned Apple Sauce
y
3 / $L00
Anne Page Spaghetti
16 oz. package 2 / $1.00
Red Delicious Apples .33 / lb.
Anne Page Yogurt
8 oz. flavored 2 / .85

This will be accomplished by helping you explore your
own personal values and interests and then relating

Whole Fryers

.57 / lb.

those to the world of work. Guided experiences and
vocational testing will be an

integral part of the pro

Racorn Sliced Bacon .99 / lb.

cess. We will also explore the relationships between
majors and the relationships of majors to different
careers. The group will m>eet on Monday, November 3,

N Y Strip Steaks
bone in $3.59 / lb.

from 3:00 - 4:30 pm and will meet for three sessions.
To sign up for the group or for further informations ,
call 6552

Lean Ground Beef $1.89 / lb.

^^^
> • i
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-Announcements
Spec. Ed.

Resumes

Health Careers

A student advisory committee meeting for special
education majors will be held
Oct. 29 at 4 p.m. in Maury 117.
Call 434-2447 if unable to attend.

A resume writing workshop
will be held Oct. 28,11 a.m.-12
p.m. in the WUU. Sign up in
Career
Planning
and
Placement, Alumnae 206.

A program on health
careers will be presented by
Career
Planning
and
Placement and the Medical
Society Oct. 28 at 4:30 p.m. in
WUUD.

Jewish Students

All December graduates
who will be returning in May
to participate in graduation
exercises may pick up their
caps and gowns in the
Bookstore before Christmas.

Sabbath services are held
Saturdays at 11 a.m. in the
Converse
Hall
religious
center

Caps, Gowns

Maj ors
The Counseling and Student
Development Center is offering groups to help students
select their major beginning
Nov. 3, 3-4:30 p.m. To sign up
call 6552.

WE RE MORE THAN A
•? NICE PLACE TO EAT
We're really THREE GREAT RESTAURANTS in one. . .
'gWPTHt

>THE<

frfctftS
Specializing in fine food and excellent service.?
For a good time, THE PUB
is the soot for you!

CSC

Summer Jobs

A
special
Commuter
Student Committee senatorial
election will be held Oct. 28
Declarations of intent may be
picked up at the CSC office
and must be returned before
Oct. 24 at 4 p.m. Voting will be
Oct. 28, 8 a.m.4 p.m. in the
CSC office.

The National Park Service
is now accepting summer
employment applications for
Park Aid and Park Technician
positions. Applications must
be submitted by Jan. 15, 1981,
and information is available
in Career Planning and
Placement, Alumnae 208.

Reagan Films
Three Ronald Reagan films,
"SanteFeTTail.,, "Juke Girl"
and "Brother Rat" will be
shown Oct. 28-30 at 7:30 p.m.
in Miller. Tickets are $1 and
may be purchased at the door.
The films are sponsored by
the Sociology Club.

Photo Workshop

Chrysalis
The first deadline for art
and literary submissions to
Chrysalis magazine is Dec. S.
Literary submissions should
be mailed to Box 4112, and art
submissions
should
be
brought to the Artwork
Gallery, 983 S. Main St

Solar Energy
As part of the Visiting
Photographer
Workshop,
Sally Mann will be on campus
A. lecture op solar energy
Oc* *A *JV umHrch^n nax»nc1i*mts'are,1rivTtea to tjfcng ■IKuri^^ftnWI by Jeffrey
Hammarland,
a
policy
their portfolios for a critique
analyst with the Office of
and to attend a slide
Conservation
and
Solar
presentation. For more inEnergy, Oct 27 at 1 p.m. in
formation, contact the Art
WUU D. The lecture is
Department.
sponsored by the Public
Administration Society.
SGA Program

LOUNGE
the finest entertainment spot in
Harrisonburg.

located in downtown Harrisonburg
Park in the Water St. parking deck, and
enter across the Palmer House Bridge! 433-8181

The SGA Underprivileged
Sponsorship Program is for
any individual or group
wishing to sponsor youth to oncampus activities.
Free
passes are available for
adoptees. For details, stop by
the SGA office or call 6376.

All announcement* should be typed
douol. spaoadend brought to TIM
Breeze annoqnteinonl box In the
I basement o> Win* Price. Plata* specify
l)n what issue dates the announcement
/IshoukS run. The deadline far an
f nouncements In the Friday Issue H noon
Tuesday and for the Tuesday issue is .
noon Friday. Announcments will not be
accepted by phone.

Introductory Offer to
allJMU Stodents
10% off entire stock for the month
of Oct.

fold Mead
Necklace

THE MARK-IT
Valley Mall
T-shirts, Jerseys, Lettering,Transfers,
T-V
,•.
* more
Design your own shirt
please bring your ID card

JXm deducts
6 Smces. v9nc.
3mm

4mm

5mm

6mm

7mm

1.99 2.99 3.89 4.29 4.89
each

each

each

eacn

eacn

52.23

The gift that grows with the years. Begin with one 14 karat
gold bead on a chain. From time to time add others - - building a necklace of lasting beauty and value.

VISA

Renting the IBM Correcting
Seleotrio II Typewriters,
by the week, month or year.
Call MPS - AAM 434-0609
More Produots &
Services, Inc.
744 »• Main St. City

Mastercard
Student checks
v.ith I.D.

v

Valley Mall
Harrisonburg

V©HN C. ANDERSON

?

i ,

JNPVIM

4.

V
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Students voice their

CHINA INN
68 Carlton St
Harrisonburg, VA
(703) 433-9595

religious preference

x

By JENNIFER YOUNG
Catholicism is the most
popular faith among students
here, according to results of
this fall's religious preference
survey.
Sixty-two percent of the
transfers and freshman filled
out the survey cards which
were handed out in their
orientation packets, but only
15 percent of the un,v dergraduates filled out the
survey at registration, said
Rev.
Barbara Williams,
director of the Wesley
Foundation.

Store Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11:30 - 10pm
Fri-Sat 11am- 11pm
Sun Closed

CHINA INN WELCOMES PARENTS !!

read-outs which listed a
student's
religious
preferences. Since the information is now confidential,
•the preference survey was
devised.

New Saturday Lunch Combination Plate $3.99

WE DO THIS as a service,
Williams said, we do not want
to threaten anybody. The
Foundation just wants the
students to know that we are
here, why we are here and to
be able to make church
contact for those students who
want the service.
"Although we were able to

• CHOICE OF APPETIZERS
^k 1JFREE SOFT DRNK
• CHOICE OF SOUP
• ANY CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING DISHES:
1. Pork w/ Garlic Sauce 2. Kung Po Beef 3. Chicken
w/ Cashewnuts 4. Sweet & Sour Shrimp w/ Roast Pork

LUNCH HOURS 12-4

.Fried, Rice

ttsz&&>m

■•.

>>.
——

^

•»

.

COMMONWEALTH
PRECIOUS METALS
Buys Anything Made of Gold or Sterling Silver
The survey was a corporate
effort of James Madison
University's five campus
ministers and the minister of
St. Stephen's United Church of
Christ in Harrisonburg who
devised it The survey, which
began in 1978, was designed to
see if students wanted church
contact, Williams said.
The survey listed any
religion the group of ministers
felt a student may have
participated in, such aa
Jehovah's
Witness,
Navigators or the Salvation
Army, Williams added.
Before
the
Buckley
Amendment was passed in
November 1978, churches
were able to obtain computer

find out what religions most
students believed in," she
continued, "we also received
some funny answers from a
few of the students who did not
take the survey
very
seriously."
One
student
checked
six
religious
preferences, and others wrote
wild answers for the category
of "other" making it seventh
highest among the other
religions,"
according to
Williams.
*
Survey results showed 680
students to be Catholic, 432
Baptist, 418 Methodist and 276
Presbyterian. One-hundred
fifty students who took the
survey were Episcopalian, 144
were Lutheran. One hundred
students marked the choice of
"other."

Cash & Carry Foods
290 Chesapeake Dr.

Piel's Real Draft Beer
$1.29
Old Milwaukee 12 pk.
$3.99
Dr. Pepper 2 liter bottle $1.12
Pepsi Light 6 pk n/r bottles $1.59
LG Potato Chips 1 lb. bag $139
2 blocks from campus
[Pay cash- No Checks
Can Reagan 9?ea//y UlciP
See for yourself ai the
9iona{of9ieagan3ifm Jesiioa/
JOC/

28 San/a 7e Urai/
Oci 29 JtdeSir/

Oct 30 OSrother Uiai
3Rj//er Jfaff 7.30 each niqAi
y

....

Dental Gold, Class Ring, Wedding Bands, Gold Coins,
Jewelry, Anything marked 10K, 14K, 18K, 22K, .999 Fine
We test unmarked Gold.

, NO AMOUNT TOO SMALL OR TOO LARGE
_____
FOR US TO BUY

CASH
Permanently Located
For Example
Class Rings 14K 1QK Wedding Bonds 18K UK
Jumbo 44g.$30272 $179.08
X Large 31g. 213.28 126.17
Large 23a._ 158.24 93.61
Medium 16g. 110.20
65.12
Small 8g.
55.10
32.56

Jumbo 16g. $110.80
X Large 13g.
89.44
Large 10.5g. 72.24
Medium 7.5g. 51.60
Small 5.5g
41.28

$84.80
68.90
50.40
39.75
31.80

JMU Students receive 20% extra on gold.

PAYING CASH FOR SILVER
PreALSO
SILVER
.999
BUYING 1964
FINE
DOLLARS! KENNEDYl
Any
COINS For
thing
HALVES Dimes Marked
1878 - 1965 - Quarters Sterling
or .925
Paying
11935
1969
Halves more
for
sterling
flatware

OPEN DAILY .
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Located in the Lower Level of

COURT SQUARE VILLAGE
COURT SQUARE HARRISONBURG
^-m

ii
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UPB EVEN TS
MAXIM**
Student Coffeehouse
featuring

CHUCK MAY
& STEVE POPE
Friday October 24
FREE!

8:00 pm
Chandler Hall

To** (Jut VaKudi T» A 9*M Cuwd
•

■»

:u:j£snm&*-ti *

bntou*%

Vim Gi£fea|>ie

OCTOBER 24 7:30, 10:00 pm
OCTOBER 25 7:30, 10:00 pm
$1.25 w/ID $1.75 guest
G/S THEATER

ALOHA BAHAMA
*
MJHIA3
^

Your Time Has Come!
The UPB is sponsoring a
Christmas Cruise to Freeport
& Nassau
January 5—9 for only $359.oo
per person
Stop by the UPB office for
further information
Mon-Fri 9:00-5:00

HOMECOMING
DANCE
November 7, 1980
..featuring

Oefefe* 25

Utttat Ha#-8:00 pm
MOO oio. <5.00 A*
T«Jwl» Kut

0K

Sate

FAT AMMON'S BAND
$5.00 per couple $3.00 single
NICE DRESS REQUIRED
sponsored by SAA/UPB

PURE PRAIRIE
LEAGUE
Stliraiy NovtMMf S
MAW

mi

*6.00 «/* *7.00 fMtrrf * tf §afc
Tlthh g$ *, $ik Ott 17
HM-Fri. 11-4 pm
%n OFFICE
■Afc * i**a*t * .

■

I

■ •-
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Folio

c^irts 6& People

'Twelve A ngry Juror$'

Wampler show carried by performances

By TRICIA FISCHETTI
The close quarters of Wampler
Auditorium provided a realistic
setting for the intense drama of
"Twelve Angry Jurors," performed
. last Thursday through Saturday
evenings.
During the play, which was directed •
by Steve Perez, the audience
surrounded a long table where the
jurors debated the guilt of a murderer
and could take part in the tension
involved. The only other props were a
suspended window and a water __
cooler.

The characterizations
made the play move
This stark setting, coupled with the
fact that the cast members were often
seated during the course of the play,
meant that the characterizations of
the individual jurors had to make the
play move. They did.
WITH FEW exceptions, the twelve
jurors were successful in drawing
their audience into the weight of their
life-and-death decision. At the start of
the play,the jury has recessed from a
trial in which a 19-year-old ghetto boy
is being tried for killing his father,
and has agreed on a guilty verdict.
David Dvorscak, as jury member
eight, is the original dissenter.
Throughout most of the play, juror
number eight brings up added bits of
information the attorneys neglected,
which he believes cause enough
"reasonable doubt" to warrant not
convicting the defendant. This juror is
unyielding, despite the pressures his
cohorts put on him to change his
mind. One by one, he eventually
convinces the others. Dvorscak is a
forceful actor, and he wins the

•DMIfMI

TIMCARUN and DavM Dvorscak confront each other in a scene from "Twelve Angry Jurors..."
performance was powerful.
father was reenacted by the jurors,
audience's support capably.
Much of what made the play enwith number three being the boy and
Juror number eight's most vocal
joyable, apart from its intruiging plot,
number eight being the father, the
opposition comes from jury member
was the interplay between the intension in Wampler mounted. The
three, who is convinced of the boy's
dividual jurors. Sue Burrell was
audience
gasped
as
Carlin
guilt. Played by Tim Carlin, juror
marvelous as a haughty young
dramatically pretended to stab
number three maintains his "guilty"
woman, who at first wanted the jury
Dvorscak.
decision throughout most of the play.
to deliver their guilty verdict hastily
so that she could make it to see a hit t>
play that evening. Her interaction
'The audience surrounded a long table where
with the other jurors, such as the
housewife (played by Suzanne Cale)
the jurors debated the guilt of a murderer.*
•
seated beside her, was humorous.
The lightest parts of "Twelve Angry
As more and more jurors are won
CARUN'S TOUGH-guy accent is
Jurors" were provided by juror
over to number eight's side, however,
convincing, and with the exception
number two. Bryne Hart was exnumber three's violent nature is made
perhaps, of the last scene, which
cellent as a slightly nuerotic man who
apparent. When the stabbing scene in
seemed a bit forced as he toys again
easily agreed with whatever anyone
which the boy supposedly killed his
with the idea of killing Dvorscak, his
said but was just as easily dissuaded.
Constantly mopping his brow, Hart
earned his laughs as he eagerly timed
the reenactment of the murder,
cautiously waiting for his watch's
second-hand to reach 60 before he
began. His comic timing was perfect
as he cheerfully offered cough drops
to his fellow jurors during a tense
moment of action during the play.

>MH *f t— I Owe. ■«utl -r

AND THE confrontation erupts into violence as Carlin lunges for D^rscak in a fit of anger.

OTHER
NOTABLE
characterizations in the play were Barry
Lambert's old man, who is the first to
change his guilty vote to not guilty in
support of Dvorscak, and Lisa
Dvorscak as an immigrant woman
anxious, to adhere to the democratic
values for which she came to
America.
Student director Steve Perez did an
admirable job with this adaptation of
Reginald Rose's script. The play was
originally entitled "Twelve AngVy
Men" and was written for an allmale cast, hut mi since been adapted
to include women The play was done
in three acts, and the actors were
quick to resume the mood of the play
after both intermissions. "Twelve
Angry Jurors" was an emotional
piece of drama that, because of its
effective performance, left its
audience, as it drifted out onto Main
Street from Wampler, wondering
uneasily about the number of innocent
••murderers" currently on death row.

'
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Musical delicacy and unity
characterize Quartet's show
By CHRIS KOI BA
Musical delicacy and unity
characterized
a
master
performance by the Cleveland
Quartet here Monday.
A change in the program

highlighted three pieces for
violins, viola and cello, all of
which properly awed the
Wilson Hall audience.
The eleven years that
violinists Donald Weilerstein,

VVV.fc

PETER SAI.AKK of the Cleveland Quartet.

«.« kv V Nataya

Peter Salaff and Atar Arad,
and cellist Paul Katz have
played together were obvious
as the group began their first
number. Without a word to
each other or the audience,
the Quartet began the first
number, and for their entire
time on the stage, no member
of the group spoke a word.

-ArtC

Can Ronnie act?

THE UNITY of the quartet
THEY HAVE kept the Late Show glowing for decades,
was best heard in the delicate
but between now and Nov. 5, don't count on seeing any
passages they played. The
Ronald Reagan films on TV. His years as a movie star
have been discarded for his more recent image as a
quick
crescendos
and
decrescendos in the Haydn's
politician. When we see his films, we are dealing with
Quartet in D Major were not
the dead Reagan, the one who disappeared in 1965.
Should Reagan assume the role of president of the
merely vehicles to get from
the loud to the soft; they were
United States, would his performance resemble that in
his movies? How do these films measure up against the
surges of music, an intense
welling up of sound quickly
myth that he could not act at all or more generously, that
he never got the chance, since all his pictures were
dying.
cheap, unworthy quickies. Reagan himself says "They
The soft passages were also
didn't want them good, they wanted them Thursday."
masterfully done. Several
movements ended *" ^*at^.^
Th- Cf~,inlogjs "v**\4pv*»*» Jhe JMU com"">ajte> to
%ciae »„. uierhseivgs whether or ndt Reagan tan really
drawn out notes, and "even
act On October 28-30 they will show three of Reagan's
when the bows stopped
films in Miller Hall's auditorium. In the first film, Santa
moving, the audience conFe Trail, Reagan co-stars with Errol Flynn and Olivia
tinued to listen intently to the
'de Havilland and protrays the liberal West Pointer,
silence, as if it was written
George Custer, during the capture of John Brown at
into the music. At those
Harper's Ferry. Juke Girl, the actor's first message
moments, the auditorium was
film, will be shown Oct. 29. It is about the plight of
perfectly still, no one moving
migrant crop pickers. On Oct 30 will be Brother Rat,
for fear of disturbing the mood
Reagan's first A movie, in which he portrays a VMI
echoing in their ears.
cadet. It was during this film Reagan began dating
The performance was obleading lady Jane Wyman, his first wife
viously more than a simple
Showtime each night is at 7:30 p.m. and the price of
recital of .written notes. The
admission is $1 per film. Tickets can be purchased at the
group expounded on certain
door.
passages to give the music a
spirit. Yet there was no visible
communication between the
Continued on Page 14)

Saturday night:

The Slickee Boys return
By MIKE SHUTTY
Last year they invaded the Warren
University Union ballroom, stole its sterile
virginity and rocked it into a frenzy of sensual
madness. This year promises to be no less
exciting as theSlickeeBoys,Washington D.C.'s
kamaikaze new wave act, plan to assault the
WUU for a second time this Saturday.
Together with James Madison University's
own high-energy rockers, Debris, the Slickee
Boys's performance is guaranteed to be on of
this year's more promising musical events.
The Slickee Boys have prided themselves on
sheer deviancy and a lawless energy which
knows no bounds. Their lyrics are simple and
provocative, with only enough meaning to
penetrate the emotional and animalistic
energy of ataxic man. On stage, the Slickees
champion a reckless punk image which can not
be ignored.

Sawhill show

Works by Paul Kline and Robert Purvis will be
featured in James Madison University's Sawhill Gallery
October 27 through November 7.
Both artists are on the faculty at Bridgewater College
and their exhibition will feature sculpture, drawing and
painting.
An opening reception for the exhibition will be held on
Monday, Oct. 27, at 8 p.m. in the gallery and the public
is invited to attend.
Ihe Sawhill Gallery is located in JMU's Duke Fine
Arts Center. The gallery is open Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to noon, l-S p.m. and 7-9 p.m., and on
Saturday and Sunday from 1-5 p.m.
There is no charge for admission to the Sawhill
Gallery.

Rockingham show

If I had my choice, rd be
a Slickee fan.'
.3*

As vocalist Mark Noone remarked, "It's the
excitement and energy which I crave. You see
people getting into what you're doing, and I
always want to jump down and dance with
everybody 'cause everyone is having a good
time. Ya know, if I had my choice, I'd be a
Slickee fan and Just go crazy."

.

MUCH OF the Slickee's personality is found
in the acrobatic guitar duo of Marshall Kieth
and Kim Kane. Kieth clearly demonstrates a
mastery of rock 'n' roll which hints at the
genius of King Crimson's Robert Fripp. His
style is far from the traditional cliched
phraselogy of Nugent-rock, but is instead
cooly-timed, precise and melodically inventive. He often embarks on wild, dissonant
excursions which give the Slickees a unique
rock 'n' roll flavor not found in most new wave
bands.
But the eye cathcer will probably be Kim
Kane, the ryhthm madman who, surprisingly
enough, looks like Frank Zappa's long lost

& § "ISPS
o-

MARK NOONE

twin. The resemblance does not stop there,
however, for Kane is considered to be the
"mystical guru" of the group, and his eastern
cultural influences challenge the regimented
three-chord format of most power punk.
Much of the Slickee Boys influences are
found in the not-so-distant past when music
(Continued on Page 14)

s

JUDY CLARK and Jay Tramel are currently
displaying their work at the Rockingham Historical
Society. The show will run through Oct. 26.
Clark is working with black and white photography
and mixed media.
Tramel is showing prints, drawings and mixed media.
The Rockingham Historical Society is open 9-5,
Monday through Friday.

..
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* Quartet
(Continued from Page 13>
players; no one conducting
and no one following the
others. Cellist Katz later said,
"A lot of the communication is
by ear, some eye contact and
some body language. But the
most is by ear and intuition."
This imperceptible communication
allowed
the
audience to concentrate on the
*nusic rather than the players
themselves.
THE FIRST piece was
Haydn's Quartet in D major,
also known as the "Lark".
The first movement was

was to follow. "You'll hear
eerie sounds, sensual sounds,
provocative folk sounds," he
said of the single movement
piece.
The
instruments
conversed, repeating each
other's short motives, or
sound-ideas, often wailing
dissonately.
Notes were
slurred, strings were plucked
and wood was tapped to create
the variety of "provocative"
sounds in this busy piece.
Katz later explained that
the Bartok change in the
program had been decided
upon that morning because

moderately fast, with a
soaring melody from the first
violin. Sounds were delicate,
similar to voices. The few loud
phrases here lacked an intensity that came through in
the second movement, which
was slower and ended quietly.
The third movement was
allegretto menuetto, or a brisk
dance. The final section ended
suddenly, all the strings
finishing a relentless, rapid
vivace at once.
Bartok's Quartet No. 3
replaced a piece by Bloch for
the second number. Katz
introduced the change and
provided a description of what

the group "thought it was a
better piece." The players
performed it energetically, as
was demonstrated both in
their swaying as they played
and in the intensity of their
sounds, which betrayed their
special enthusiasm for the
program change.
THERE
WERE
four
movements in the final piece,
Beethoven's Quartet No. 16 in
F major. Following a fast
opening movement was a
rollicking vivace, then a
peaceful, slow movement that

* Slickees
(Continued from Page 13)
was experienced much of the same changes it
underwent during the emergence of punk
recently. They describe their music as "60s
oriented psychodelic punk" with an emphasis
on the obscure downliner sect, especially such
bonds as Balloon Farm, Chuckle Watchband
and even the Raiders. It's arty stuff from a
«-.<jnfused ere vhen music b»«»n.to .transcend.
its entertaining bounds and to suggest a
lifestyle and attitude towards life."

scored the deeper sounds of
the cello and viola. The
number ended allegro, with a
quick final note.
The audience called the
players back on stage with
applause after each number,
standing for two call-backs at
the end.
A final note: the stage
setting was sadly simple: two
blue plastic chairs, two old
varnished wood chairs and a
floor lamp. But the concert
caught the audience's ear, not
eye, riveting all attention on
the delicate, spirited music.

"People our age, like you and me, say 'well
lets get crazy'- and it's fun," Noone commented. "I would like to feel that the Slickees
are pioneering; its a 'feeling' we need to
cultivate however, not commericiality," he
added.
TheSlickee Boys have recorded a new single
since last year and have added several new
and exciting selections to tffeir show for this
Sear.
Saturday night's performance is
eStinex; c^ofe^roie^ milestone for punk at
JMU.

BUII YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE!
PtMH. by V« N»tav*

PAUL KATZ of the Cleveland Quartet.

\/ ^=^1^ \
TVestern Steer
Family

STEAKHOVSE
U.S. 33 East - 434-5775
Open 7 days a week • 11 a.m. Wp.m
Monday's
save $3.00
2 for 1 Sirloin Filet
$4.99
ITuesday's 2 for 1 Ribeyes

$5.29)

^Wednesday's Sirloin Tips

$1.991

Thursday s
2 for 1 New York Strips

S4.99

I Friday's Sirloin Filet

?2.99|

[ Saturday's Filet Mignon

$4.69]

| Sunday's 2 for 1 Ribeyes

$5~29|

SAVE
SAVE
Quarter Pound Pound Cheeseburger
& 42 Item Salad Bar
Reg. $2.59
j
WITH COUPON OR Ii" ii ONLY $1., j
w

Bull your way through college with a six-pak of Schlitz Malt
Liquor. The great change-of-pace drink with a taste that has
it all over beer Perfect when you want something to go with
special times: like after the party, before the party and. of
course, during the party
But whatever you do this semester, ao it with
Schlitz Malt Liquor. Because when it comes to great
taste, we've always made the grade

/

SCHLITZ MALT LI0UOR.
DON'T SAY BEER SAY BULL!

DOD DISTRIBUTING
.
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The Harrisonburg American Association of
University Women Present:
THEATRE WEST VIRGINIA
Marionettes
In H.G. Wells'
THE FIRST MEN IN THE MOON

1762 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 2,1980 1:00 pm and 3:00 Dm
JAMES
MADISON UNIVERSITY
WABREN CAMPUS CENTER
GRAF TON STOVALL THEATER.
Ticket Prices $1.25 in advance
and $1.75 at the door*
Advance tickets available at
Center-point Bookstore
(Valley Mall) and Court square Cards and Books.

434-9692

(Continued from Page 1.)
Sino-Soviet Studies and Art
History majors did not
graduate
the
minimum
number.

tmau mx»Am upwvwrrot wtmn

"We'll take it on a case by
case basis," Stanton said,
emphasizing that the actual
productivity study has not yet
begun. Administrators are
now
concerned
with
"establishing criteria for the
study. "We're not going to add
faculty, not going to add new
buildings, but we're going to
adcTt|uaniy—and this is what
we're trying to do. We have to
make a decision as to what's
best for the most," Stanton
said.

A FEW MORE DAYS.

'.
'U .
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PIONEER,
HALF PRICE
CONTINUES...
BUT ONLY FOR

, .-•: ;«,

Frid

\
' ' . \ ' 1 *•

-

'We have to make
a decision as to
what's best for
the most'

THE GREATEST NAMES IN HI-FI ANNOUNCE
THE GREATEST EVENT IN HI-FI. fl&Pioxieen
This is absolutely the last chance to buy Pioneer high fidelity components for savings unlikely to be
repeated...HALF PRICE! Here's how:
Get America's best selling receivers and amplifiers at half price:*"

PIONEER SA-MM Sterea Integrated
Ampliller
continuous output ot M watts/channel".
WHS ei
itnw and treble controls, and a walnut grained
vinyv cabinat. you can't go wrong with thil amp'
1111 MM

PIONEER SX4» AM FM tteree
Receiver

» watts of power togivt you Mft*r fraquency ftspoma and rnmifii hi I del.ty in sterso Thii
Oeaut* it one of A mar lea'I b*.' selling r«eiv
tr«<

HALF PRICE! SALE $100.00

ADMINISTRATORS will,
however, consider whether a
particular comparable major
or
program
is
offered
elsewhere in the state.

PIONEER SX-J7M AM FM Iterro
Receiver

Get the belt frequency and mutical hMidellty
with mit great receiver wltti AS wam/cftonnel*.
no more than 03% total harmonic distortion.
bats and treble controls and moral
Uattm

in addition to the possible
reduction of undergraduate
majors, since 50 percent <t>—
graduate degrees awarded
here last year were in only
four areas, "our graduate
program will be reduced
appropriately," according to
Stanton.

HALF PRICE! SALE •.187.51
HALF PRICE! SALE $150.00
•When you buy your new receiver or amp with one of these super stereo systems.

GREAT STEREO for only
$16.59 a month."*

GREATER STEREO for only
$«.7t a month.**-

To eomplamant tht Pioneer SA-SMQ amplifier,
we'll efMtne b-n.O TP-1005 DOH-drive automatic
turntaiMe with ii-ot* the Srturt Alpha M cartridge that iriru ■ , lew at IVsgrimt tnfl a pair
ot tne matti speaker I trom Advent, tha Advent
a.1 war two*.hen speaker s . .A one AT system
tor the audio enthusiast loomng lor ratable pertormanea. quality sound reproduction and a
super valufl
I i« ttMSf

in addition TO tha Piooaar sx-sw receiver, well
oive row ttvt JVC LAI I turntable with ail the "i -fl
performance you'va been looking lor with tea
turet such ai auto-return and .hut-off Thu n
ceiient turntable comet with the Of-awa 10IB
certridoe. one of tha best-telling cartridges on
tht market — or aver mada1 Add a pair of our
best-telling speakers, tha ini.mty lMO, that fietura a tuned port for exceptional afticiencr and
retpon.a and you've got a irittm designed for
the discriminating avdMphitet
i ■■! ITaJ n

Along, wtth tha Pioneer SX-jTOO recaiver. wa'ii
add the Kenwood KD-ieOO beit-driva, seml-eufomatic turntable with a low mast straight to
naarm and two motors. This eiceUent turntaWa
comat with tha best selling Osewa )0)B cartridge Add a pair of EPi IKK 2-way apeakars
with graet feature* like a 10" woofer and a i"
iinaar air&prmg tweeter for high efftcrency and
response and you'va got tha BEST tyttem whether your tosta is hard rock or classical or torn*
whera irt-tjatween ■
i .111 Mat at

Sale Price $544 73
Save $205.07

Sale Price $687.30
Save $212.60

Sale Price $414.73
Save S14S.07
—Oal. lltSf per monln (or M months with III It
eUwa and APR of «' Pnanre charf* HT3 a Total
deferred pa. meni |»nce KKM *I0.

"•<M*> m Tt per moat* (or M monOii with III U
dowa and APR of M' ■ Finance charge tm at Total
deferred payment price 17*3 W

Although other criteria for
the reduction of programs will
be examined, Stanton did note
that all.., majors currently
meeting the degree productivity requirement are safe for
the time being.
JMU can examine course
discontinuance by whatever
criteria it wishes, but SCHEV
is mandated by the Virginia
General Assembly to examine
degree productivity in the
discontinuance of programs.
But "one should not assume
we close a program based on
productivity, and especially
not at all universities. Some
programs have to be offered,"
said council member Michael
Mullen.

The BEST STEREO for only
$27.49 a month —

"•Oal. BT « per mondi lor M moaths with IIS 71
down am) APR el 24 , Finance rtarer OT M Toul
deferred pi-mml pne lion K

AND. PRICES WILL NEVER BE LOWER ON THESE PIONEER PRODUCTS:
PIONEER RT-717 7" Open Tape Deck
•1-moto*. auto reverse, direct-drive
•rack maunt design. "Best Buy"

LMW

SALE $489.88

PIONEER Pro Mmlci M Speaker!
•I «uoi»f 3 way speak.r system
■boofcsneit type, attractive walnut grained canine!

uu $48.88 ea

LIslMea

CHAftlOTTCSVILlE
N Wma Banacka PM. tnop Cli

Nt>M4t
Aasatnerie ftejuere
try IIK

PIONEER CTF-tM Cauelte Deck

•IronI loading wlltl Dolby NR
•metal tape adaptable. Fluroscan peak lave! Intflcaters

Mil ins

PIONEER PL-m Tamable
•semi-automatic direct-drive
»
-mgh trackablllty. S shaped tone arm

I.ii nil

SALE $99.88

SALE $196.88

PIONEER T\4»M AM KM Sleree Tuner
•output level control
•walnut grained vinyl cabinet

uutamn

BASF Pre II CM Bleak focw-el*. Tape
•tosvottlwuine CrOJ tape
^vld. trequency response

SALE

$169.88

u«a*

SALE

$3.68 ea

i limit I. pleat* i

Now TaKIng Trade-Ins1

Harvey's

Lay*ways Accepted1
Financing Plans Available!

MARBISONlunO
Kollmg HMa Shop Ctr
(TM) 411 (MS

COME IN FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION OF THE AMAZING NEW LASERDISC FROM PIONEER
. . A WHOLE NEW ERA IN AUDIO VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT
Ilams per lured not esaot represenuuo—

.

OFFICIALS IAT JMU also
are concerned that the
balance of majors among
students is getting out of hand,
of last year's graduates, 46
percent were enrolled in only
seven major areas.
"We don't want the balance
to get out of kilter," Stanton
said, noting that about 3,000
JMU students are seeking
degrees in various business
fields.
"As the administration of
academic programs becomes
more complex, the difference
between right and wrong
blurs," Stanton noted, which
necessitates careful study
before ahy 'a'ctibhs are taften "

■•

.
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PUB & DELICATESSEN

NOW OPEN
J.M.'s DELI
TAKEOUT MENU
Sandwiches

-

-

-

■

BLT
Bologna.
Cheese (choice of 6)
Chicken Salad
Corned Beef

1.50
1.50.
1.95
2.15
2.35

Ham
Lobster Salad
Liverwurst
Pastrami
Prosciuttini.
Roast Beef.
Cooked Salami
Hard Salami.
Shrimp Salad
Tuna Salad
Turkey Breast

2.25
3.75
1.50
2.15
2.25
2.45
1.60
2.15
2.75
1.95
2.25

43-DUKES
H 1007 South Main St
£* Harrisonburg, Virginia
Co

Sub or Pita
1;«5
1.95
2.35
2.55
2.75

/y

■

Breads: White, wheat, rye, onion roll, sub roll, pita
bread.
Cheese: American, Provolone, .Swiss, Cheddar,
Munster, and Mozzarella.
Condiments: Brown mustard, mayo, 1000 island
dressing, JM's herb mayo, lettuce, tomato, onions,
hot peppers, JM's horseradish mayo, and kraut.
Extras:
Ch««
..$.30
Bacon
,
-....$.55
Bean Sprouts
$ .30
Pickle slice free upon request.

BAGELS
Plain Bagel with butter
Bagel with cream cheese
Bagel with cream cheese & lox...

40
95
2.45

House Salad: Lettuce, tomato, carrots, onion, cucumber, green pepper, and topped with various
cheese chunks.
1.95
Chef Salad: House salad topped with an overwhelming portion of your choice of ham or turkey.
2.75
DRESSINGS:
OU * VbMg.1, Bku Chmwt, Spicy French k 1000 U>nd

SIDE ORDERS
Small

".

49.
49 .
49.
49
.75.
75
55
55

•

10 AM —3AM
*' -. v;-,--.-;1

Large
. .99
. .99
. .99
. .99
. 1.49
- 1.49

A i^ii, ,i.

J.M.'s CLASSIC SUBS
American: Ham, cooked salami, bologna, American cheese, lettuce, tomato, and JM's herb mayo.
2.45

SUNDAY IS
Movie Nite

Four Cheeser: Swiss, Cheddar, Munster, Provo„ lone, lettuce, tomato, and JM's herb mayo.
2.45
Italian: Prosciuttini, hard salami, cooked salami,
Provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato, onion, hot
peppers, oregano, olive oil, and red wine vinegar.
2.55
Meatball Grinder: Meatballs in a spiced tomato
sauce with fried onions, green peppers, and blanketed in melted Mozzarella cheese.
2.50
Sausage Grinder: Spicy Italian sausage in a spiced
tomato sauce with fried onions, green peppers,
and blanketed in melted Mozzarella cheese.
2.50
Veggie Special: Marinated vegetable mixture of
mushrooms, green peppers, carrots, celery, bean
sprouts, onion, and red cabbage with Munster
cheese, lettuce, tomato, and JM's herb mayo.
2.45

On Wide Screen

I.M.'s HOUSE SPECIALTIES

SALADS

Cok Slaw
White Potato Salad
Yellow Potato Salad
Macaroni Salad
Veggie Salad
Carrot Salad
Whole Kosher Pickle
Yogurt

Open 7 days a week

VsoN ^

'

2.55
4.25
1.95
2.55
2.65
2.95
1.95
2.45
3.25
2.45
:.. 2.55

PHONE:

The Long Island Club: Triple decker on toast with
bacon, lettuce, tomato, 1000 island dressing, and
choice of ham or turkey.
2.85
The Rebel Yell: Pastrami, cole slaw, tomato, and
JM's herb mayo on a sub roll topped with melted
Cheddar.
2.95
James Madison: Roast beef, horseradish mayo,
lettuce, tomato on a sub roll with melted Cheddar.
3.25
Dolly Madison: Lobster salad, tomato, and JM's
herb mayo on an onion roll with melted Munster.
3.75
The Duke: Crabmeat salad with tomato and JM's
herb mayo on a sub roll with melted Cheddar.
3.95
Just What The Doctor Ordered: Corned beef, kraut,
mustard, and 1000 island dressing on toasted rye
with melted Swiss.
2.95
The Massamitten: Marinated veggie mixture in pita
bread with lettuce and topped with flakes of various cheeses.
2.55

it Marx Bros
• Charlie Chaplin
• Sport Highlights
• W.C. Fields

MONDAY 1$,
Sports Nite
Your favorite *-~""
Sports Shown on
3 Large Color
Screens

TUESDAY IS
Ladies Nite
The*Best Times of
the Week for the
Ladies!

WEDNESDAY IS
Spun Gold Nite
The Best Tunes
Played by Request

TAKE OUT SERVICE

COLLEGE ID
REQUIRED

«•* ^*.

L.
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JOGGERS
at* A V
SALE
Sweat Pants Grey- $4*99
Assorted Colors - $5.97

Crew Neck
Sweat Shirts
Assorted Colors
Reg6.50 Sale 5.93
Crew Week
Sweat Shirts
Grey Reg 4.98
Sale $3.97

requisitioning the farm.
(Continued from Page i>
Violations of the rules set
HE SAID that the seclusion
forth in the request form, as
of the farm, located about nine
Warm-Up Suits
well as any property damages
miles from campus off Port
may result in loss of the $50, at
Bright Colors
Republic Road, is deceptive
well
as
administrative
and
leads
students
to
play
Siies xs-xl
disciplinary
action,
according
amplified music without
to
Way.
regard to noise pollution.
Reg 17.98
"Students are under the
"WE'RE
TRYING
to
misconception that they are
control this thing from the
out in an area where there's
beginning of the semester,
no one else around, and
trying to quiet things down,"
Hooded Sweat
they're
not
disturbing
Way noted.
anyone," Way said. "But
Hooded Sweat
Way said his office also is
shirts Zipperthere are neighbors just
reminding groups about the
shirts
Pull-over
across
the
river."
front Assorted
noise regulation before they
In an effort to give the farm
Grey-Navy-Red
sign farm request forms.
Colors Sizes s-xl
request form more power over
"Near the end of SepSizes s-xl Sale
student groups, a new clause
Reg 9.98
tember, we asked each group
has been inserted into all
Reg 8.98 ^^
who requisitioned the farm to
future contracts, Way noted.
Sale
come in and talk to me," he
A $50 damage and per52 East M rk
continued, "I spoke to every
$7,97
« et St. Downtown Harrisonburg
formance deposit is now
group just before they went
Open 'til 9 P.M. Fridays
required of all groups
out to the farm."
A*!..- ^.Regulations currently set
—■ -w.-: rr
^WV ^ &im the farm requesf form
fT*k.'i/5-';
;.w-«/,&-.si
include a 200 person space
limit,
conformity
with
Virginia ABC regulations, a
banguet license for selling
tickets to an event and the
WWWUI*.V^^ .,^um«W' *«SS
selling of tickets prior to the
event Alcohol consumption is
limited to one half keg per 30
•faWrfwjuttZ^«s*rr<^
people, and no more than
seven kegs per 200 people.
According to McGee, the
An outstanding array
university is considering other
of kitchenware for the cook with taste!
party locations such as the
new field house across InGift ideas, cooking workshops, cookbooks, and more. \
terstate 81 and its adjacent
Harrisonburg's only kitchen, cooking specialty shop!
fields, where the music could
Located in the BLUE MOUNTAIN building, 188 S. Mason St.
be projected toward the
campus.

Sale $13.97

'A&N

I'

* Three

mmm

for cooks who km to cook

($0t

You Can Still Make
A Difference
While careers in public service may not be as fashionable
as they were a decade ago, such careers can be very
rewarding and personally satisfying.
After just three monthsof intensive training at The Institute
for Paralegal Training, you will be prepared to work in government agencies, public service organizations and law firms as
a Legal Assistant in the fields of Administrative and Public
Law or Criminal Law. You will do work traditionally performed
by attorneys. You will work in the dynamic field of government legislation and regulation and be involved in such areas
as: Environmental Law, Food Drug and Health Law, Criminal
Justice, Equal Opportunity, Welfare, Energy, and Product
Safety Law.
Furthermore, you will earn graduate credit towards a
Master of Arts in Legal Studies through Antioch School of
Law for all course work completed at The Institute.
We are the nation's first and most respected school for
paralegal training, and since 1970, have trained more than
4,000 college graduates from across the country.
If you are a senior of high academic standing and looking
for a meaningful career, contact your Placement Office for an
interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on: Friday, November 7

Bring Mom In To See
Our Great Looking
Blazers . . .
And Get Yourself
One Too!

36-88 to
48.88 A
reg. $50 to
$60
Come in and see our>
wide selectbn of blazers^
in corduroy, wool and
velveteen. Nice fall shades
from which to choose.
Missy & Junior sizes

The
Institute
for
Paralegal
Training

LEGGETT/VALLEY MALL 434-4477 Shop 10-9 Mon-Saf
Use your LEGGETT / Visa

Master Charge Cards

<\ 235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 732-6600

(Opsraledby Para-Legal. Inc.)

Approved by The American Bar Association
I Programs Earn Full Credit Toward M.A. in Legal Studies
through Antioch School of Law.

' ■ rriffn #*«■»# •* */.•.*_*.*/.•.'//.'/-*-*■'- '■/.v.'.".'.*.".'.*.''.'.*.'/.*.'.'.'.'
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'Out[i of
vi our
vui league'
league

Wofford unbeaten, 6-0
By DAVID TEEL
Wofford College football coach Buddy Sasser
is pleading poverty.
"When we scheduled James Madison, us
being an NAIA school giving about half the
scholarships, we knew we'd be stepping out of
our league," Sasser explained. "When you
start comparing the records of the two
programs, you're not comparing equals."
Sasser and his squad deserve no sympathy,
as they prepare for Saturday's contest against
JMU at Madison Stadium. The Terriers bring
an undefeated 6-0 mark into the game along
with a number seven ranking in the NAIA.
Wofford is off to their best start since 1970,
when they finished 11-1, with their only defeat
coming in the national finals of NAIA competition. Dating back to last year, the Terriers
are riding the crest of a nine-game winning
streak.
AMONG THE victims for Wofford this year
are East Tennessee State University and
Newberry College. The Terriers pasted

Newberry last week, 41-6.
The offensive philosophy used by Wofford is
simple: run the football down the opponents'
throats. Using both the multiple I formation
and the wishbone, the Terriers have racked up
more than 270 yards per game on the ground.
Sophomore Charlie Bradshaw and junior
Barry Thompson share the quarterbacking
duties, and their job is basically to direct the
ground assault. The two have only thrown a
combined total of 47 tames.
Lenny Best is the leader of the running corps
with 640 yards on the season and a gaudy 6.1
yards per carry average. He is ranked nth in
the NAIA in rushing.
This type of offense may be handled best by
the wide tackle six allignment JMU uses. The
defense is geared to stop the run and prevent
the big play.
THE TERRIER (defense will be facing a
JMU offense that seems to be finally hitting
full stride. With senior Frankie Walker firmly
(Continued on Page 19)
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JV football

Dukes score late in first half, cruise past Massanutten, 22-0

By JEFF NUCKLES
James Madison University's junior varsity football
squad scored two touchdowns
in the final 2:45 of the first half
and then cruised to a 22-0 win
over visiting Massanutten
Academy Monday.
The victory upped JMU's

slate to 3-1 on the year.
The young Dukes opened
play with a 43-yard, Tommy
Parker to Bob Turner pass
play, but that drive stalled
four plays later when Parker
was sacked on fourth down.
Offensively, JMU would be
silent until the three minute

Duchesses defeat
Lancers in shootout
"It was one of the best offensive efforts we've had in awhile," said
Coach Dee McDough, after James Madison University's field
hockey team edged Longwood College 2-1 Tuesday in Farmville.
The Duchesses took the lead with six and a half minutes
remaining in the first half. JMU's familiar scoring combo of Heidi
Rogers toSarah Heilman teamed up for the tally. Rogers slapped
a corner kick to Helhwan who fired past Longwood's goalkeeper
Teri Davis.
That play accounted for all the scoring action of the match until
Longwood broke the drought, tying the score at one each with 4:35
left to play.
McDough felt that JMU dominated the game offensively and
should have been ahead by more than they were. "We really
dominated offensively, and moved the ball well. We should have
scored more than we did," she said.

"A COUPLE OF times we got the ball behind their goalie, but
couldn't score." McDonough continued. She attributes her team's
success to the experience they got from playing number one
ranked Pennsylvania State University last Sunday. "I think the
Perm State game helped us."
Longwood's lone score came when Kim Garber recorded an
unassisted goal, firing past goalkeeper Tara Kelly who had six
saves. Garter's score forced an overtime shoot-out.
JMU capitalized on three of its four attempts; a fifth proved
unnecessary when Longwood converted on only two of their five
shots. Kelly proved to be the difference stopping two of
Longwood's attempts.
Accounting for the Duchesses goals were Sally Moulder, Gator
Estes. and Brenda Heck.
THE VICTORY may be a key factor in determining who the
Duchesses face in the state tournament next weekend. It upped
their state record to 2-3 and their overall mark to 9-10-1. If
Longwood, which has received votes for top-20 status, defeats
Virginia Tech, 0-4 then JMU is likely to meet Longwood in the first
round of the playoffs.
The Duchesses travel to Towson State University today and
host Davis k Elkins College on Saturday at 2 p.m.

mark of the half.
In the second quarter,
working from his own 42-yard
line, Parker dropped back,
looked left, turned and fired to
Mike Minnis on the right
sideline. Minnis, coming out
of the backfield, hauled in the
aerial and finally was tackled
at the Colonels' 16-yard line.
THE JV leader in rushing,
scoring and total offense,
Benjie Paige, went over the
left side and raced the Final
distance to the end zone.
Parker's extra point attempt
was wide to the right, and the
Dukes had a 6-0 lead.
"Our offense has really
come along," stated head
coach Jim Prince. "Benjie
Paige, Larry Bland, and

Brian Coe are really going to
be a big help to the program in
the future. Benjie is a real
threat and has lots of ability."
After the ensuing kick, two
sacks put Massanutten in a
punting situation at its own 11yard line. The snap almost
sailed out of the end zone for a
safety, but the Colonel punter
managed to get off a kick that
was
downed
at
the
Massanutten 32-yard line.
Three downs later, Jerry
Roadcap, turned up the left
sideline under heavy pressure
and ran 19 yards to the
Colonels' 10-yard marker. A
personal foul penalty against
the Colonels moved the ball to
the 5-yard line.
FROM THERE, Roadcap
caught Massanutten in a blitz

and found John Bauer wide
open in the end zone for the
scoring strike. The pass for
two-point conversion was
intercepted as the Dukes
moved to a 12-0 bulge with 17
seconds
left
until
intermission
Praising his quarterback,
Prince noted, "Jerry has
come up with some big plays
this year. He is extremely
deceptive as a runner, and he
breaks things open with his
agility and quickness."
Starting the second half,
Massanutten drove down the
field only to have its scoring
threat stopped when the team
was unable to pick up a yard
on three consecutive downs at
(Continued on Page 19)
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KATHY HOLLERAN accounted for ooe of
•**••» CMrt~ *• '"*
JMU's two match wins as the Duchesses' The only other victory for JMU was turned In
tennis team fell to Virginia Tuesday, 7-2. by Allison Powell in the number five tingles
Hoheran is the Duchesses' top seed and she match. The loss left the Duchesses record at 4defeated Shelley SUllman 7-6. 4-3.
2.
iiiMiminirfunn>n
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* Wofford
(Continued from Page 18)
entrenched at the number one
quarterback slot, the Dukes
have shown the ability to
grind out yardage on the
ground.
The NCAA has not yet acted
on JMU's request to receive
hardship status for injured
signal caller Tom Bowles.
Should the application be
approved, Bowles will have
three remaining years of
eligibility.
Placekicker Scott Norwood
has become -an important
element of the JMU attack
and he has made nine consecutive field goals. Should
Norwood connect on his first
try Saturday, he will tie the
Division I-AA record set by
Gerald Robinson of Middle
Tennessee.
"It used to be in college
football when you lined up in

neither is expected to start.
JMU is 2-4 after two
consecutive victories, and
Coach Challace McMillin said
the last three weeks have been
a "new beginning" for the
Dukes. McMillin called JMU's
win against the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy the first
game of the new season and
added, "The guys are approaching Wofford like it's
only the third game."

one defense and ran it,"
commented Sasser. "Today
most people give you different
looks on every play so we'll
show JMU many variations
out of our basic 5-2 set up."
SENIOR NICK Pinckay , a
6-foot -l-inch,
220-pound
linebacker leads Wofford in
tackles with 57 in six games.
In front of Pinckay on the
defensive front are tackles
Floyd Pitman and Kirk'
Breland.
Both of these --.inside
defenders go about 250
pounds, so the Dukes/ offensive guards will have to
control them if JMU is to
move the football.
The guard spot should be
more solidified this week with
the return of Tom Gill and Jim
Visich. They are returning to
the line-up after an absence
due to injury, however,

AS FOR the Terriers McMillin commented, "They
haven't played the schedule
that we've played but when
you're undefeated you've got
to be doing something right."
The Dukes were off last
weeX so they go into Saturday's game
well rested.
McMillin summarized his
team's attitude. "We're not
planning on getting beat. Our
preparation has been good

T
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WERNERS

Party Package Store & Little Wine Cellar
915 South High St.

434-6895

Andecker "Golden Premium "case & Free ice 1.99

and our kids are ready to
play."
In the latest statistics
released by the Eastern
Collegiate
Athletic
Conference,
JMU's
Butch

Robinson is the fourth leading
rusher in ECAC Division I-AA.
Robinson has gained 519 yards
on the year for an average of
86.5 yards per game.

* JV football
(Continued from Page 18)
the JMU 24-yard line.
Roadcap quickly got the
Dukes on the march, when he
kept the ball on an option right
and ran 50 yards to the Colonel
26-yard line. JMU was turned
away,
however,
when
Roadcap was sacked by a
safety blitz on fourth down.
TWO PLAYS later, Danny
Taylor picked off a Kevin
Madden pass and put JMU
back in business at the
Massanutten 21-yard stripe.
Moving the ball to the 1-yard
line, JMU was thwarted again
when Larry Bland lost the ball
, .-and it was recovered by the
Colonels' Anthony Holt

c

With the Colonels' backs to
the wall. Jack Preston began
driving
the
nails
in
Massanutten coffin when he
sacked Madden in the end
zone for a safety with 2:05 to
go in the third quarter.
Following the kick-aftersafety, Bland capped a seven
play, 38-yard drive with a sixyard burst into the endzone.
Brian Coe's two-point conversion run ended th scoring
with 44 seconds showing on the
third quarter clock.
Massanutten's
blitzing
defense played a major part in
JMU offensive lapse for much
of the first half. "They blitzed
au lot of people because they
Tew we were going to throw
the ball," Prince said.

FLOWERS

<,s
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CORSAGES,
BOUTONNIERES,
BOUQUETS
AT VERV AFPORDABIE PPlCES

199

Budweiser "King Of Beers" Bottles
Busch Premium by Budweiser Party Pac 12

3.99

Erlanger Classic Since 1893

2.49

t

Successful Careers
Don't Just • i i ~

Mickey Malt Liquor "Green Barrel"

1.89

Old English 800 Malt Liquor Special

1.89

Blue Ribbon "Suit case will travel'iase 24

7.99

Blue Ribbon Longnecks Bar Bottles case 2t

6.49

Budweiser & Busch Premium 24 Bottles

7.99

Stroh's Longnecks "Half Quarts'Case 24

7.99

We are regarded as the nation's finest and most prestigious program for training legal specialists for law firms,
business and finance. But, as important as our academic
quality is our placement result. The Institute's placement
service will find you a job in the city of your choice. If not, you will
be eligible-fenasubstantial tuition refund.

5.99

Jtyou are a senior in high academic standing and looking
for the most practical way to begin your career, contact your
Placement Office for an interview with our representative.

Black Label Longnecks Case 24

At the Institute for Paralegal Training we have prepared
over 4,000 college graduates for careers in law, business and
finance. After just three months of intensive training, we will
place you in a stimulating and challenging position that offers
professional growth and expanding career opportunities. As
a Legal Assistant you will do work traditionally performed by
attorneys and other professionals in law firms, corporations,
banks, government agencies and insurance companies.
Furthermore, you will earn graduate credit towards a Master
of Arts in Legal Studies through Antioch School of Law for all .
course work completed at The Institute.

We will visit your campus on: Friday, November 7

FREE ICE

KEG ROOM SPECIALS

FREE ICE

Busch Premium 15 gals Free Ice
Old Milwaukee Reg & Light 15 gal Free Ice
Blue Ribbon Premium 15 gals Free Ice
Slue Ribbon Premium 71/2 gals Free Ice
Miller High Life & Lite 15 gals

29.95
27.95
22.95
15.95
29.95
''

'

'

The
Institute

for

Paralegal

%y A
1

ey»--*»J\ 235South 17thStreet
wft"g Bjj£ Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19103
*1" £^(215)732-6600

Training I
(Operated by Para-Lag* tic I

Approved by The American Bar Association
Programs Earn Full Credit Toward MA. in Legal Studies
through Antioch School of Law.
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Classifieds
Help Wanted
HELP WANTED: Waiters
and waitresses, must be 18,
evening work, Christopher
Inn, New Market, Va, 7408802.

by Garry Trudeau

Po<> he, ,ury

' '

BOY, THIS/S6REATI
1\E NEVERBEENTO
A FRATERNITY PART/

BEFORE. I'll BET
YOU 00 THIS EVERY
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YOURCNERAUS
EVEWMH&E?
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mfrsHoumiFon.
wuRmavs, RIGHT?
um.cctfruxxRX
rMfVETTYCUJBEm
IN OVERALLS.
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For Sale
FOR SALE: Tremendous
selection of womens gold and
sterling rings, 14k gold chains,
bracelets, and other jewelry
at a fraction of retail because
we buy estates. Also old
clothes, hats, furs, dolls,
prints and paintings, rugs,
furniture, and other antiques
and collectibles. We also buy
any of the above. Don't scrap
your valuables - come by for
an offer. Harrison Antiques,
open Wednesday through
Saturday, 10-5 at 14 Graham
St. (NW corner of, Court
Square) Harrisonburg. Phone
434-1074. Bring this ad for a 10
percent discount.

NO, mi
URETHEM
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' JUST..
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fCK£GN6?
THIS ROOM
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UH-HUH.
*FOR.WO
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HAN..THAT
REALLYUEWS
MEOUT-

.
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BUTITS ALL
££&fL PARENT HOUI!
NOTPOANY- NmCURJAJNS,
7HIN6 HERE,
EVERYTHING!
OKAY? \
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CONFUSED ABOUT LIFE
iteMi&$<^^ INSURANCE?
Find out why
Northwestern Mutual is the
best buy. No obligation. No
pressure. Call Bill Detwiler at
433-4909.
Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance.
FOR SALE: 1977 Yamaha
400XS. Low mileage, good
condition, lots of extras. Call
434-2920.

Lost

by Matt Wagner

Our Hero

1C^

HA5 JOST RESCUED V I'm &MD 10WK.ESHFE, P OH UELLt I'LL AMIL.M" T.T6 ALL JUST
PAV 110 THE HFB
RAI/MAl FROM THE PIT/ &A8E '. L00IC3 LIKE AM4TY THAT JEfc.* .SOONER.
OF A UVI/U6 LP6£Mt>/
OR LATER.?
HA* TAK.EA1 T»£ CfMtfdE

TO iPLlTj

IHDUfettT fOO'O NEVER,
6ET HS*£ '

LOST: Two university keys
on a paperclip around greek
row on October 9. Reward of
$15. if found. Call 4475.

Services
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING
SERVICES:
Typing and editing of theses,
term papers, and other
reports. Paper provided.
Free pick up and delivery.
Call 896-5921.

I KEEP WAT6HIW& AS MAt
MEETS NS5TV'.} BSOTVER,

RETCHED Scum

by Tom Arvis

Roommates

TYPING
SERVICE:
Dissertations, theses, reports,
etc. IBM Selectrlc type, 17
years experience, I would like
$.80 per page. Call Mrs. Price,
879-9935.
■

Wanted
PAYING
IMMEDIATE
CASH for gold, silver, and
diamonds; any form or
condition. Also buying coins
(64 and before), jewelry,
pocket watches, flatware.
Need Money?
Turn that
unwanted high school ring into
instant cash. For more info
call Rick or John at 433-7271 or
433-7378.
We'll beat any
legitimate offer.

by Mark Legan

The Do-Drop bin

Personals
TO THE WOMEN OF
WINE-PRICE,
We have
determined that the only
difference between you and
the JMU garbage is that the
garbage is taken out occasionally.
LOVE, THE
DOAH.
COWBOY: He said I was
burning the candle at both
ends. It's that Irish blood in
me; stubborn as they come.
Maybe I'll slow down now.
LOVE. BROWN EYES.

|ftOl.H(TAl.«a»T
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jj «P«t
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Madisonman

Personal!

by Scott Worner

WIZARD, I will try to be
there if the white wizard needs
me. Yes, the cold winds are
here and personally, I could
use some warming up! Guess
Who.
REX: Happy Birthday and
welcome to the twenties!
SWIFTY.
OLD MAN: Keep your head
high and your brain working
and you'll come up on top.
Good luck with your GMAT's
Saturday.. LITTLE GIRL.
THE COLD WINDS OF
MORDER bring forth the
powers of old to challenge the
strength of the Wizard since
his powers are waning.

Star Truckers
sr/u M mt'/M.
" ME_ciiMctii6- etsmtcnoti

SMCC MIOER.

DR.-Do you actually consider
that crap photography my
blind grandmother can shoot
better then you could ever
hope to. By the way, there are
only two words to describe
your "most recent work."
Pure Shit Stick to your oatmeal box, Loser!

by Tom Arvis
weuj tewte W
(H&ecs. na
ntev in to**/)
Scene OWA/ WM/[£

WJW

is 7*6 namvi

Mhepun m
mary

PEARL, Hease understand
about school and weekends.
You are a real sharp kid and I
know I am real lucky to have
you ILY, Lewton.
FROGGY. Is the math spirit
making you hungry? Then
let's go to seven-eleven for big
wheels. Cookie Monster.

CHRIS-WOMAN-1 can only
dance down the stain in iriy
tennis shoes. Alrighta!! I
know - 347. Another "Amie"
fan.

T: Thanks for caring-1 had
a great time last weekend. As
for the pumpkin- how will
apple do this time? FAST
KATH

GO FOR IT!
Schlitz Makes It Great
The Beer
ForThe80's

SPAZ, BOZ, T: Have a
sensational time in Chicago—
I'm jealous. Happy Birthday
to KIM WOOD from the Wild
Ones plus one (me). PAT: It's
pretty bad when our own
editors don't read the papersee what you miss.
MARK SUTTON: No, I didn't
forget you (how could I). I was
just playing it cool in skipping
a week. LOVE
ALWAYS.
THE VICIOUS TYPIST
ROSACITA:
Potential,
Potential. We may yet see the
Boss. Keep on being cute,
bizarre, and violent—I like it
that way! I love you, BOOJI
TO STEVE BLACKMON:
Am I wasting my time? What
have you got to offer. LOVE
LINDA

Happy Birthday to Fernando
Navarette,
Mike
Fulton, Mike Moriarity, Drew
Nickell. From EN LITTLE
SISTERS
TO THE REAL FAST
KATH: Look out for the imposter
on
this
page.
Somebody's gotten mixed up,
but you know who you are, and
I'm the one and only "T."
Behave yourself while we're
in Chi Town. See ya Sunday.

—A
/

■

All classified ads should ba brought to
The Breeze office In the baseman! of
wine Price, with payment enclosed and
issue dates specif lad. no liter than noon
Tuesday for Friday's issue, and no later
than noon Friday far Tuesday's Issue.
Rate* are $75 for M5 words. II JO for 2e■ words. $JM for 51 Ji words, and s.OS
for each additional word above) '5

Fort Road Exxon
Gas available 24 hours/day

If yon are a student who qualifies for services from any
State or Federal rehabilation agency or for services under
Section 504 (Rehabilitation Act, 1973) through the
University in the following categories:

'Ambulatory Disabilities
'Sffit Disabilities^
•Hearing; Disabilities
'Speech Impairments
•Learning Usabilities
-Psychological Disabilities
Please contact Dr. David Emmerling, Coordinator for
Services to the Handicapped, or Ms. Doris Wicheal at
433-6552 or come by the Counseling and Student
Developemnt Center, 200 Alumnae Hall This information
is necessary to organize registration arid services for the
Spring 1981 semester

POPSTORE
Mixers
' «"*

t'i'

Cigarettes .48
Discount

fraternities and sororities
Quality Exxon Products.

iDon't Wait for Spring Break...Do It Nowi

insure Tan!

>▼* «w Tanning Center
j i TIME SPEOAL 1/2 Price if you
| sign up Fri 24th or Sat 25th
20 visits... $20

1106 Reservoir St.
434-1812
Master Charge & VISA accepted !

j
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Viewpoint
'Growth* attacks

Sauced again
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No winners in incomplete debate
By DAVID LETSON
When asked who he thought would win the
upcoming debate between himself and Ronald
Reagan, President Carter replied, "The
American people will win." He could not have
said anything further from the truth.
Carter's belief that the American people will
become more informed on the issues of this
campaign through the upcoming debate may
be true to an extent, but it is not completely
true, since we will not hear aU of the candidates. The president now has his one-on-one

that Anderson's support is slipping and the
president has Anally convinced the pragmatic
Reagan to debate him one-on-one. People seem
to be saying, "Well, you know I like Anderson,
but he doesn't have a chance. I want my vote to
count." The president's campaign tactics
seem to have worked for him. Or have they?

By KEVIN CROWLEY
In William Shakespeare's famous play "The Trashman of
Venice," the protagonist, Rigaloni, laments, "Contrary to
popular belief, cleanliness is not a sin, nor is filth a virtue."
Obviously none of my current roommates are big on
Shakespeare, for it is their feeling that one must wallow in waste,
swim in slime and generally gorge on garbage to truly appreciate
trash.
I didn't complain when the garbage in our kitchen was featured
on That's Incredible, and I even turned the other way when the
National Forest Service claimed our carpets actually were
swamplands and asked if they could use our living room to breed
alligators. No, I'm an understanding, considerate, quiet type of
guy and I didn't want to "make waves," if you will, but everyone
has a breaking point.
I reached mine last week, when some kind of fungus growing in
our shower tried to drag me down the drain. Twice.
As if that wasn't bad enough, when I struggled from the shower,
l
—dfc*-»w-^~^od,stunnedbyylx^bax^jus^vojc<*';p"o<'IrfT)ade,the „
mistake of opening our refrigerator.
-'
"*

T/£SMf I

The Miami Herald, the largest newspaper in
a southern state that both Carter and Reagan
would so dearly like to carry on Nov. 4, has
endorsed Anderson. The reason for this en-

Carter hat kicked Anderson's campaign in the ribs

■**»

debate with Reagan, and he can be proud that
he has once again kicked the campaign of John
Anderson in the ribs. However, his suggestion
that the American people will "win" by getting
the full scope of the issues in the upcoming
debate is an outright lie.
Because his advisers have told him that
Anderson will cost him votes. Carter has
sought to sweep the independent's campaign
under the rug. The president has tried to keep
Anderson off several state ballots and has
refused to debate him, arrogantly calling him
a media creation. It is interesting to note that
for all of the supposed insignificance of Anderson, Carter does seem concerned about
what he says to Americans.
At first glance, Carter appears to have
succeeded with his plan. Recent polls indicate

dorsement, the Herald states, is that
"something is dreadfully wrong when the
conventional two-party politics produces
choices as unacceptable to so many millions of
Americans as a Jimmy Carter versus a Ronald
Reagan."
It is a shame that our president is so
ashamed of his record that he must campaign
by calling one of his opponents names and by
ignoring another. If we the American people
are to "win" by being informed on all sides of
the issues, as Carter says, then we do not need
another incomplete debate. We can win only by
considering all of the candidates' stands on the
issues, and then by voting for the most
qualified, rather than the current leader of the
polls.

National health plan is needed
By STEVE COOKE
Sure, people complain about high personal
income and Social Security taxes, which take
hard earned pay from every citizen working
for a living
But if Joe Phebietz gets laid off or hurt he
will appreciate the United States' mandatory
bank- the tax system. That's where his
financial aid will come from. But, if we had a
tax system like our northern neighbor, Joe
could benefit even more from his taxes.
Canada has a comprehensive national health
insurance tax package. Canadians .pay higher
taxes than Americans and they pay them in
proportion to their incomes, rather than as a
percentage like in the U.S. Their tax dollars
pay for comprehensive health care for all
children until about age six and help defray
health care costs for all citizens. With this
country's spiralling health care costs, and the
American Medical Association's monopoly on
the market, a national health insurance plan
seems most opportune at this time.
Senator Edward Kennedy has been pushing
for a plan of this nature for several years now.

Recently President Carter jumped on the
wagon with a plan of his own as part of his
campaign to win the Democratic nomination.
Alter winning the nomination, though, Carter
seems to have put the plan on a back burner,
and even has proposed some major revisions
which may limit the plan's benefits.
The Constitution guarantees the right to life.
It does not say that only those persons who can
afford health care have a right to life. Every
citizen should have the benefit of good medical
care.
Some will say that Medicare is already
helping those unable to pay. But the Medicare
program is run by the American Medical
Association and is used as a facade for large
increases in medical costs.
A National Health Insurance program Would
prevent any unnecessary price hikes, and also
provide a check on the competence and fairness of the medical profession.
An opposing point of view appears as a
guestspot in today's Reader's Forum.

"Mistake," you say, "why "would it be a mistake to open the
frig?"
Because upon opening the door I was assaulted by a jar of
spaghetti sauce, which someone had left past its normal life-span.
It was probably the same "someone" who scales the side of our
house late at night, breaks in, uses dishes, eats food, and scatters
garbage around, and then just as sleazily, sneaks out without a
trace.
Anyway, this sauce, which had been transformed into a new
mold still unidentified by modern science, with a breed of
meatballs that should be outlawed in every state of the union,
jumps all over me.
While I'm wrestling for my life with this killer sauce, one of my
more illustrious roommates walks by, takes in this scene, burps,
and walks away.
Somehow I'managed to steer the battle over to the phone, and
as those eight-year-old meatballs relentlessly pounded me, I
called the Strange Growth Hotline. They sent a rescue squad
over, who immediately began making garlic bread and tossed
salad and threatened to start boiling water for spaghetti unless
"the blob" let go of me.
Apprently threats of being eaten were too much for the sauce it
kind of oozed back into its jar, which was sealed and placed in a
lead container.
Well, I'm recovering nicely, thank you, and the world is now
safe from any Attacks by the Spaghetti People, but I must warn
y.ou— my roommates are graduating this May.
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Readers' Foru
Administrators' callous comments 'discredit' JMU
To the editor:
^ Upon reading "Lost in
' shuffle, frustrated student
withdraws" (The Breeze, Oct.
17), I am appalled at the
callous attitude exhibited by
members of the James
Madison
University
administration towards Gina
Graff, the JMU coed who was
so insensitively treated:
Specifically, the remarks of
JMU
President
Ronald
Carrier and Dr. Rex Fuller,
communication arts department head, show that they
seem to have forgotten their
purpose here. For Carrier to
admit that we are "probably"
over-enrolled and that "we

have a few more (students)
than we probably should
have," seems unfeeling, and
for Fuller to say that students
who do not know how.to exist
in the system don't "belong
here," seems conceited. It
makes me question not only
the processes of our administration but the administration itself.
Carrier and Fuller seem to
have forgotten that the
selection of a college and a
major are pivotal moments in
students' lives. Also, since
students pay the amount of
money it costs for an
education, they should not be
treated in such a fashion.

Column biased to critic
To the editor:
An article in the Oct. 3 issue
of The Breeze, written by
Mark Sutton (and seemingly
underscored by Mike Shutty)
was confused on a number of
issues contributing to the
controversy between the
paper's staff of critics and
their reading public. "On
unbiased critics and letters"
relentlessly attempted to
overshadow a particular critic
for The Breeze and his
behavior during the Oak
concert last month.
*

The article followed Nancy
Cohen's letter detailing the
behavior of critic Mike Shutty
and his subsequent critique of
the concert. Ms. Cohen's
opinions were
obviously
negative and cutting. Furthermore, her analysis was
correct. Shutty exercised poor
judgement and little selfcontrol, while blackening his
reputation as a professional
critic. His actions were
blatant,
pretentious
and
gaudy. From his strategic
front-row
seat
Shutty
deliberately issued catcalls
and other screams of disapproval. His behavior was
repulsive and worsened with

each song until the band had
left the auditorium. Shutty
disgraced
himself,
The
Breeze, the work of Jerry
Weaver and the University
Program Board, while embarrassing the small crowd
and the reputation of James
Madison University.
Ms. Cohen argues if Shutty
"had gone to the concert with
an open mind rather than an
open mouth" he would have
had a firm basis for his
opinions. Sutton translates
this into "with an open mind
he would have the same
opinion as Ms. Cohen." Her
opinion and mine are neither
irrelevant nor. flimsy.
Student tuition pays the
salaries of Sutton and Shutty
and in return students should
expect accuracy, quality, or
at least some form of artistic
professionalism. Shutty obviously has not the maturity
or intelligence to represent an
nationally recognized college
newspaper and therefore
should be relieved of his
position on The Breeze. In
addition, anyone who would
attempt to use his column to
support
such
behavior
deserves the same reward.
Marty Montgomery

Defending draft support
To the editor:
"No draft!"
"Hell no I won't go!"
"Not me, Sam!"
Almost every time someone
has written against the draft
in The Breeze, it has been
done in a stupid and asinine
way. Some of the opinions
probably belong to people who
feel like they missed out on the
fun of protesting war in the
60s. I completely agree that
there are good arguments
both for and against the draft,
but David Siegel's letter to the
editor(The Breeze, Oct. 17)
was crazy.
While chopping apart an
earlier editorial in favor of the
draft,
Siegel
completely
forgot ,to add any of his own
suggestions of what should be
done to solve our country's
national defense problem. It is

very true that drafting 2S,uuu
new men would not immediately solve the senior
enlisted man shortage, as
Siegel argues, but you have to
start somewhere.
The draft situation of the 60s
can hardly be compared to
today's situation. The world
conflicts of today such as
Afghanistan, Iran, and the
Iran-Iraq war make the
political problems of the 60s
seem trivial. It is time to quit
whining and start thinking
about the consequences of
losing a large-scale war.
I hope that any future
editorials and letters against
the draft have a little more
substance built into them. If
you can't add any helpful
information,
keep
your
opinion to yourself.
Marcel LeHardy

Fuller seems to have
forgotten that he is not our
employer, but our employee
as tax-paying citizens of this
state. This nonprofessional
demeanor should possibly
motivate us to re-examine our
obligations as the constituents
of this state.

• I would expect more
decisive
and
assured
leadership from the president
of our school. With this, and

possibly a little thoughtful
prevention, Miss Graff and
others like her could be spared
such turmoil.

These actions are undeniably discrediting to the
communication arts department and JMU as a Virginia
educational institution
Jeff Frailer

Best, worst letters are 'the worst9
Last we
'wdrsraVti
if
The Breeze was contributed
by Dr. Cohen's English 102
class. Its degrading comments concerning the article
they chose as the worst were
unbearable. I have to wonder
how Dr. Cohen's class feels
being considered the worst If
they can put themselves in
that position, they will know
exactly how the writers they
have been persecuting must
feel.
It is my personal opinion
that this article which The
Breeze has insisted on printing weekly is in the worst
possible taste. I can imagine
how each Breeze writer feels
as he picks up an issue of the
paper. He doesn't know until
he turns to the enlightening
letter whether he is to be
glorified or run down to the
dogs. Certainly a journalist
must be willing to accept
constructive criticism, but
must it be done in front of the
entire student body? One also
has to wonder how con-

u»
'Such feVms as ''torturous'
parallelism" making the
article "unbearable" go a step
beyond helpful information.
The only thing I find unbearable is reading these
pompous judgements each
week and thinking about the
writers who must face the rest
of the campus after such
criticism. Talk about "selfindulgence"!
I have nothing but respect
for those people who make an
effort to contribute to The
Breeze. I have nothing but
contempt for an English class
which finds it necessary to run
such writers down for making
this effort. If the contributors
need their writing critiqued,
then it should be done in class
by a journalism teacher
where such issues are
relevant as well as confidential.
My question now is, who
would really want to write for
The Breeze and take a chance
on being declared the writer of
the worst article? This ac-

. tivity of P ,'3*hQtx's class will
possibly inhibit* participation
in the newspaper. We are
constantly told that we should
become involved in such
things as writing for The
Breeze. Yet if we do, we are
subjecting ourselves to being
attacked for our literary sins.
I do not dispute that this
practice is helpful to Dr.
Cohen's class. I am sure that
it is an educational ex-'
perience, learning to critique
writing by using Breeze articles. Nor am I advocating
■poor journalism. I simply do
|not see the need in publishing
this criticism in front of the
campus. I don't see the difference between this activity
and publishing Susie Smith's
English 102 paper, complete
with the teacher's comments
and grade. So next week let's
see a complete list of the
students' grades in Dr.
Cohen's English 102 class. I
am sure certain Breeze
writers would be interested.
Barbara HaU

Guestspot

Socialized medicine is mistake
By JOHN BINHAMMER
A major topic of concern is a national
health plan. Many people are against it
because they think that it is socialistic, and
in fact it is. I am against it too, however, for
different reasons .
Socialized medicine would eventually
drain democracy of its lifeblood—the free
enterprise system and competition. It is
competition that has kept this country on its
feet so why blow it now?
Eventually all hospitals would receive the
same amount of money for each service
they conduct This is because health care
budget is tied to government funding.
Competition disappears and people lose all
pride in their job which will cause a sharp
decline in the quality of health care. This is
a slow process that will not happen overnight but give a national health plan five
years . . .
With the government paying medical
expenses, people would take advantage of
the doctor's precious time. People would
end up having to wait weeks just to see a
doctor because he is too busy seeing people
with coughs and sniffles. Do you want to
wait two weeks for necessary x-rays or wait
two months to have agallbladder removed?

Can you imagine waiting two weeks lor your
wife to have a breast biopsy that could be
malignant or even cancerous?
Then the doctor must spend his spare
minutes filling out forms for the government. This sure will not make our doctors
too happy, and I hate going to a doctor when
he is in a bad mood. Our present system
may seem expensive; however, it ensures
that sick people can see a doctor when they
need to.
Do we really want socialized medicine?
The government takeover would ruin the
competition between hospitals which makes
them some of the best in the world. Are we
ready to accept the same medical system
that is causing doctors from Ontario,
Canada to leave their home to come down
here to practice medicine. In Richmond
alone there are at least six Canadian doctors
who couldn't survive in the grossly inefficient medical system that was created by
their governmentmessing with the medical
system.
Can we learn from someone else's
mistakes? Where will our doctors go and
can we afford to lose them? These are
questions that we need to answer long
before we opt for a national health plan

J
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By KELLY BOWERS
"I don't like to think of myself as hall
policeman. The rules are mainly for inconsiderate people."
M Kim Bennett, resident advisor for Eagle
Hall, represents the views of many R.A.'s at
James Madison University—that their role as
counselors to resident students is ,more important than their enforcement of die rules.
Students who use common sense and consideration usually do not have problems with
university regulations, she added, but for those
who do, a staff of trained R.A.'s works in every
dormitory to limit these problems.
"THERE'S NO doubt in my mind that this is
easily the best housing program in the state,"
said Lin Rose, director of residence halls and
commuting student services.
First-year R.A.'s are paid $161 a month by
the housing office, with some increase for
second year R.A.'s and head residents. But
according to Gary Kelman, Shorts Hall head
resident, the job is very time consuming.
"Much more than we get paid for," he said,
however adding that as head resident he is
limited taking to 12 credit hours. But the job
"gives me a challenge every day," he said
Being an R.A. in different dormitories can
present different challenges and problems.
Bennett said that being an R.A. primarily for
freshman women has been rewarding for her
since "freshmen appreciate your efforts. For
freshmen, almost anything you do is a new
experience and most of them are willing to try
anything at least once."
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"BEING AN R.A. gives me some other
purpose in college besides studying," she*
added, "It's very rewarding."
Being an R.A. in a coed dorm has been better
than he expected, Kelman said, adding that the
residents get to know each other as people
better and there is more involvement in dorm
activities. He said he has observed that the
men will get the women involved in activities
they might not normally be interested in and
vice-versa.
Being an R.A. of juniors and seniors has
made his job a litte easier, he added, "They
accept punishment much better. They kind of
police each other. The respect here is unbelievable."
Terry Long, head resident in White Hall
preferred working in White. He was an R.A. in
Hoffman Hall last year and said "it's a lot
more rewarding here than in a coed dorm."
The biggest challenge in the head resident
position for a primarily freshman dorm is
getting the residents involved in the dorm
activities early in the semester, he said.
LONG APPROACHED the problem by
emphasizing the intramural sports program
since "at least 70 percent of these guys were
involved in sports in high school," he continued, adding that the response was overwhelming and White's teams consistently have
placed well in intramural events.
Bennett and Long said a lot of freshmen in
.the beginning have roommate problems.
Bennett explained that for many students, the

first person they*"have ever shared a room with
is theircollege roommate and this can cause a
lot of adjustment problems.
All three also agreed that an important part
of being an R.A. is dealing with the other
R.A.'s in their residence halls.
"A lot of being an R.A. is being able to get
along with other R.A.'s and building rapport,"
Bennett said. "R.A.'s have to be one in spirit.
You have to have the same goals in mind."
The individual personality of each R.A. is
important too. "Everybody has a unique
quality that adds to the dorm," Kelman said.
APPLICATIONS FOR R.A. positions can be
submitted in December for next year's
positions. Rose said, the first round of interviews are held during two weeks in early
second semester by a panel of current R.A.'s.
The applicants then are interviewed by a
member of the professional staff, he continued.
The second round interviews help choose
"between who's the best and who isn't quite as
good," he said.
When a person is notified of their acceptance, they must go through four to five
weeks -of "spring training" where they learn
"philosophy
and
theory
and
some
pragmatics," Rose explained.
Rose said they look for people with some
leadership experience and raw counseling
skills, sincerity in dealing with people, enthusiasm and committment; "someone who
will place the responsibilities of the job second
to their academic interests," he said.

